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Measuring Management Efficiency
Under normal conditions the Franco
Products company employs 500 men
in its manufacturing department. But
early this Spring cancellations of orders
were received which necessitated dis
charging 30% of these operatives.
Unit cost of production immediately
increased because the fixed expenses
of the plant had necessarily to be ab
sorbed by a smaller output.
George Hubbell, Superintendent of
Manufacture, was called “on the car
pet” by the General Manager to ex
plain this increased cost per unit.
During his five years’ association with
the Company he had been repeatedly
warned because of sudden fluctuations
in manufacturing costs.
But this time he refused to accept
the responsibility for increased pro
duction expenses over which he had
no control. Hubbell contended that
he should be charged only with those
factors over which he had direct con
trol and declared that the General
Management of the business should
be charged with its own shortcomings
through a special account, to be open
ed up at once on the books of the
Company
An accountant was called in and
asked to open up a Management Effi
ciency Account and devise a system
which would indicate what expenses
were to be charged to the General
Management and what ones to individ
ual departments of the business.
The accountant in question was a
C. P. A., an extremely able man with
a thorough understanding of account
ancy practice. But he failed on this
particular assignment because he lack
ed a basic knowledge of the principles
which govern industrial engineering and
management—principles which more
and more are becoming a necessary
part of an accountant’s equipment.
This is the age of industrial enter
prise. All over the country Factory
owners are calling on accountants for
advice concerning knotty cost prob
lems. And the accountant who does

not know the basic principles of Man
agement—who is not familiar with
power costs and tool expenses—who
does not know the relation between
machine activity and idle capacity,
between constant and variable expen
ses, etc., etc.—will be worth less to
his own firm and to his clients.
Conversely the rewards are great to
those accountants who determine to
supplement their accountancy train
ing with a Course of Study in Indus
trial Management. For factory own
ers are continually looking for prom
ising managerial material and the ac
countant with industrial training has
the inside track to these high salaried
positions.
There is just one Course of Study
which specializes in teaching men the
principles of Industrial Management.
That is the “Factory Management
Course and Service” of the Industrial
Extension Institute—a home course
of study based on the University plan
and consisting of lectures, talks, text
books, reading assignments, problems
and model solutions to these problems,
and a consulting service to help you
interpret and apply the principles of
Management to the work of indus
trial organizations.
Sixty of America’s most famous in
dustrial specialists—men like Gantt,
Knoeppel, Ficker, Babson, Steinmetz,
Case, etc., have cooperated to pro
duce this unique Course.
Send today for your free copy of:

“Thinking Beyond Your Job”
—the interesting 100 page booklet that tells you everything
you want to know about the ‘‘Factory Management Course
and Service.”

Industrial Extension Institute
Nine East 45th Street
New York City

Send me "Thinking Beyond
Your Job’’ without obligation

Name.....................................
Home Address.....................
Position................................
J. A. Sept. 1920
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Walton Honor Winners
Winning by Walton Students of Gold Medals, Silver Medals, and Highest
Honors, year after year in Certified Public Accountant, Chartered Accountant,
and American Institute Examinations, surely should give food for earnest thought
to the man or woman who desires success in Accountancy.
There follows a list of seventeen Walton Medals and Honors. One hundred
and sixteen Walton students have successfully passed C. P. A., C. A., and Amer
ican Institute examinations. Almost one out of every seven took Medals or
Honors, No better proof of the worth of Walton training
could be offered.

Seven Gold Medal Winners
Name
*Kenneth MacNeal, Berwyn, Ill.
Robert L. Chesnutt, Chicago, Ill.
John A. Stolp, Chicago, Ill.
*H. T. Scovill, Urbana, Ill.
Harry Anson Finney, Chicago, Ill.
Fred Gray, Chicago, Ill.
*Arthur T. Grossman, Elgin, Ill.

Date
Nov., 1919
May, “
Dec., 1918
May, “
Dec., 1916
“
1915
“
1914

Examination
Illinois C. P. A.
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

“

“

Two Silver Medal Winners
*A. B. Austin, Chicago, Ill.
*Arthur L. Jones, Youngstown, Ohio.

Illinois C. P. A.
"

May, 1919
“
1917

"

Five Highest Honor Men
Harry Anson Finney, Chicago, Ill.
*E. T. Gregory, Calgary, Alta.
*Homer L. Miller, Chicago, Ill.
*E. A. Irwin, Calgary, Alta.
*George Lormer, Chicago, Ill.

American Institute
Alberta C. A.
American Institute
Alberta C. A.
American Institute

May, 1919
"

"

“

1918

"

"

“

1917

Three Honor Men
John A. Stolp, Chicago, Ill.
*C. Thompson, New York, N. Y.
*Charles L. Talbot, Boston, Mass.

American Institute
"

"

"

"

May, 1920
“
1917
"

"

The men whose names are marked (*) in the list, studied by mail.

Instruction Given by Correspondence and in Chicago
and New York Evening Schools
For information in regard to resident or correspondence instruction, address
Warren J. Avery, Secretary, 380-390 Massasoit Building, Chicago, or Harold
Dudley Greeley, C. P. A., Resident Manager, 29 West 43rd Street, New York
City. Write for our new book “The Walton Way to a Better Day”.

Walton School
Commerce
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Keep Your Permanent Records
On Time-Defying Brown's
EARS after transactions have been forgotten,
their records are revealed as clean-cut and
fresh as the day they were entered—if written on
Brown's Linen Ledger Paper.
For Brown’s is the Paper of Permanence—the
paper that preserves legibility indefinitely.
It
does not stain, turn yellow or fade from age or
climatic conditions. No other ledger paper rules
as sharply and clearly.
Since less than 10% of ledger cost is in the paper,
you can't afford to use any but the best—Brown's
Linen Ledger Papers. Write for sample book.

Y

L. L. Brown Paper Co., Adams, Mass.,U. S. A.

BROWN’S
Linen Ledger Papers
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal

of

Accountancy
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IN THE SPOT LIGHT OF
NATIONAL BUSINESS
IT is gratifying to think of the important part that National Blank Books and Loose
Leaf Devices perform in National business. Wherever accounting is done and records
are made, some items from the National Line are sure to be found rendering faithful
service.
A user of one National number readily becomes a regular customer of other
National record books. It is much better for an office to stick to the National Line, in
place of a motley assortment of varied makes and brands.

Among the important National items that should be used in every office are:
Flexible Desk Blotter Pads, Ready Record L. L. Sheets, Ring Binders and Transfers,
L. L. Memorandum Books and Full Bound Blank Books. “Nationals” can be ob
tained from almost any stationer.
Send for free copy of "GOOD FORMS FOR BOOKKEEPERS"
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The Reliable
Pen

For the Accountants Use
Have you ever experienced the feeling of relief and satisfaction that the use
of a really reliable pen gives? No dipping; no spattering; no scratching; no
interruptions to the continuity of your thought when you are engrossed in a
perplexing calculation or hurriedly entering a series of items on your ledger;
these advantages are surely worth while to you at the price of

The “Swan” Safety Posting

Fountain Pen
This pen has been specially designed for the accountant’s use and with a
thorough knowledge of his requirements. The flow of ink is so regulated that
it responds instantly to contact with the paper. This pen makes a fine even line
that requires no blotting but is clear and distinct even where limited space
necessitates an almost minute script. It is unaffected by the chemical action
of the ink and will last for a lifetime. This pen—but just send for one and
try it our for yourself. A brief note, specifying size and enclosing remittance,
will bring it promptly to you. Test it thoroughly for ten days and then if it
is in any way unsatisfactory, return it and a prompt refund will be made.
The convenience and all-around utility of the pen itself is our best argu
ment for its use.

Size 2,
$3.00
Federal Tax .15

Size 3,
$4.00
Federal Tax .20

Size 4.
$4.50
Federal Tax .23

Size 5,
$5.60
Federal Tax .28

Mabie Todd & Co.
17 MAIDEN LANE

209 S. STATE ST

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
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A New Edition, Revised and Enlarged

BUSINESS LAW
By THOMAS CONYNGTON

Author of “Corporate Organization and Management”

Thousands of accountants realize their need of a knowledge
of the law. Naturally they shy at the drudgery of pouring over
a dry legal treatise for they information they require.
Here is an intensely interesting and enlightening working manual.
It is written by a man who is at once an experienced lawyer and
practical business man. You will find conveniently arranged in its
easily read pages all the law you should know to protect yourself in
your business and personal transactions.
No more orderly treatment of business law has ever been produced.
Infinite pains were taken with the compilation, preparation, and check
ing of the immense body of data from which it was built, and it is
designed for use in any State.

Everyday Law for the Business Man
In this new two-volume edition Mr. Conynton presents, clearly and
interestingly, the whole subject of business law. Practically every
point has been effectively covered, with unusual up-to-dateness
and the full weight of legal authority.
It is a guide you can use—so arranged that when you go to it with a
problem, you leave it with a clean-cut idea as to what to do.

Takes You Behind the Scenes.
In the opening chapters is given an easily understood explanation of what
law and the courts really are. The significance of seals, various court
customs, and the difference between “Law” and “Equity,” are some of the
numerous puzzling points explained. In these chapters the author takes
the reader behind the scenes and shows him things as they are.

Explains the Use of Forms.
A valuable feature is the set forms, which may be used in drawing up
contracts, agreements for sales, partnership papers, powers of attorney, etc.
Concise directions are given for the use of these blanks. They are abso
lutely authentic and up-to-date and have been carefully selected to meet
a wide range of usefulness. To many business men they will be invaluable.

Questions from C. P. A. Examinations.
A peculiarly valuable characteristic of this new edition is the number of
questions which have been taken from past C. P. A. and American Insti
tute of Accountancy examinations.
These have been selected and grouped
with great care and aptly placed. In the two volumes there are approxi
mately 1,000 of these questions, a feature which will undoubtedly make
the set of very material value to accountants and students of accountancy.

A Legal Guide Post.
“Business Law” is not intended to make you a full fledged lawyer. Its
purpose is to provide you with a knowledge of the law that will be amply
adequate for your everyday business problems. The books are substantially
bound in cloth and will be sent to you at once on receipt of the coupon.
If you are dissatisfied with them after looking them over, you may return
them at the end of five days or remit the price, $8.00.

Some Salient Points
Twelve ways to get in trouble in
making contracts.
The essential elements for a binding
contract.
What to consider in choosing an
executor.
Close distinctions between real and
personal property.
Precautionary steps to take before
buying real property.
Method of procedure in foreclosing
a mortgage.
The exact relations, powers, and
liabilities of principal, agent, and
subagent.
What constitutes a contract of
employment?
Why and how every employer of
labor should inform himself as to his
responsibility under the laws of his
State.
Kinds of partners.
How to get rid of an objectionable
partner.
What to do if you intend to sue for
damages under Employer's Liability
Act.
When may a creditor bring bank
ruptcy proceedings?
Giving credit and avoiding loss.
How to protect patents, trademark,
or copyright.

The Ronald Press Company, Dept. 241

Two Volumes, Cloth Binding,
Price, $8.00

The Ronald Press Co.
20 Vesey St.,

New YorK City

20 Vesey Street, New York City

Gentlemen:
Please send me a copy of BUSINESS LAW, by
Conyngton.
After five days’ examination I will either return
the books or remit the price, $8.00.
Name. ...............................................................................................................................
Business Firm or
Reference............................................................. .................................... ......................

Address............................................................................................................................
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VANNAIS TRAINED MEN
CONTINUE TO WIN
THEIR C.P.A. DEGREE
The results of the C. P. A. examinations again demonstrate
the real merit of Vannais accountancy training and C. P. A.
preparation.

These Vannais-Trained Men won their C. P. A.
Degree in the May, 1920, Examinations.
NAME
ADDRESS
John W. Armstrong......................................................... Nutley, New Jersey
Irving Batkin.................................................................... 6 Storm Avenue, Arverne, L. I., N. Y.
Dwight W. Carter............................................................. 89 Fair Street, Wallingford, Conn.
Robert Gauss.................................................................... 82 Wadsworth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Emil Gluck....................................................................... 1590 Amsterdam Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Archibald Gold................................................................. 114 Glenwood Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
Benjamin Harrow............................................................ 2368-83rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Asa A. Hollings................................................................. 34 Julius Street, Hartford, Conn.
Walter Jacobson............................................................... 977 Tiffany Street, N. Y. C.
Edward Klein.................................................................... 725 Broadway,'New York City
J. M. Lehrfeld.................................................................. 1001 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Milton height............................... .................................... 1552 Minford Pl., Bronx, N. Y.
Daniel Levy....................................................................... Room, 1107 -Times Bldg, New York, N. Y.
Francis X. McElroy.......................................................... 301 St. Nicholas Ave., New York, N.Y.
Oscar Mautner................................................................ . 2028 Grand Concourse, New York, N. Y.
Joseph J. Morris......................................................
63 E. 121st. St., New York, N. Y.
Isidore Moses....................................................................
98 Ave. “D ’, New York, N. Y.
Louis Perlysky..................................................................
57 Windsor St., Hartford, Conn.
*Alvin M. Powell................................................................
47 Connecticut Ave., Greenwich, Conn.
Archie F. Reeve.......
........................................................
8 Amherst
Ave., Jamaica, L. I., N. Y.
William H. Roberts........................................................
155 Beech St., Yonkers, N. Y.
Robert W. Wilson.....................................
16 Brookfield Road, Montclair,
...................
N. J.
Lester Witte..................................................................... 304 Macon St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
* Winner of Gold Medal Awarded by Conn. Society of Certified Public Accountants.

In addition to the foregoing, fourteen of our students passed
in two subjects and have but one more subject to pass.
Six failed.
Conclusive evidence of this order has convinced the most skep
tical that Vannais training produces definite and highly satis
factory results.

Our instruction is for correspondence study exclusively and
is arranged to meet each student’s individual training needs.
WRITE US FOR CATALOGUE.

Working knowledge of bookkeeping necessary for enrollment.

The Vannais Accounting Institute, Inc.
30 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
150 Nassau Street
New York City

1221 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

When writing to advertisers kindly mention Ths Journal
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Certified Financial Statements as a Basis for Credit*
By John Raymond Wildman

The way from hiding shell money in the crevices of rocks to
the gigantic and versatile financial institutions of to-day is a long
one. The sole idea in the former situation was to preserve the
funds and protect them against loss. The modem financial insti
tution maintains the same idea but at the same time makes the
funds available for use.
The old idea that a bank was a place in which to keep money
has given way to a new order of things wherein the bank has be
come an institution in which to accumulate funds in order that
they may be made available for the financial needs of the country.
The country owes much to the banker. He has been an im
portant factor in the expansion and development of business. He
has become an instrument of service in financial matters, locally,
nationally and internationally. He gives advice as to investments,
taxes, general business procedure and sometimes matters of ac
counting. He does all this freely and the service is gratuitous.
The banker makes most of his money through the lending at
interest of funds which have been deposited with him and for the
use of which he suffers, generally speaking, only the expense of
keeping the depositors’ accounts.
But the banker has certain duties and responsibilities. To his
depositors he is liable for maintaining intact the loanable fund
constituted largely by their deposits. To the stockholders he is
responsible for the integrity of their capital. To the public he may
be regarded as having the moral obligation of acting as controller
and regulator of industry and business.
Good judgment is necessary if the loanable fund is not to be
*A paper read before the Utah Bankers’ Association at Ogden, June 19, 1920.
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impaired through losses. Courage, vision and public-spirited in
terest are necessary if the banker elects to play his part in regu
lating financial affairs as opportunities offer.
Some few years ago a previously unknown individual, under
the cloak of corporate organization, opened a new department
store in New York. The show windows contained goods which
were cheap looking and tawdry. The advertising copy was undig
nified and unconvincing. Everything about the store contributed
to an atmosphere which was anything but first class. The estab
lishment continued only a few months. The company failed. The
failure disclosed the fact that three prominent New York banks
were creditors in the amount of about three hundred and sixtyfive thousand dollars, no part of the loans being secured. For
tunately, the resources of these banks were adequate to permit
of writing off the losses scarcely without impression on the oper
ating results. But the thing at which one must marvel is that
three big banks should fall victim to the guile of so crude a rep
resentative of the merchant class. These banks along with the
other creditors took a liquidation dividend of about ten per cent
in settlement.
Within the past three months a well-known building in the
financial district of New York was sold to real estate speculators
for $2,500,000. Tenants were immediately notified that rentals
would be increased as soon as leases should expire. Space on
the first floor might be had, it was announced, at fifteen dollars a
square foot; that on the second and third floors at ten dollars; that
on floors above at six. The average cost to tenants under old leases
averaged between two and three dollars a square foot.
In keeping with their philanthropic policy the real estate opera
tors decided to offer to the tenants of the building the first oppor
tunity to purchase it. The asking price was $5,000,000. At last
report it had been reduced to $3,500,000. There is little prospect
that the tenants will purchase the building. There is not much
doubt that someone will purchase it and in the not-far-distant
future.
The banks are furnishing the money for speculation in real
estate, unconsciously perhaps, but none the less truly, just as they
are supplying the money for speculation in other lines. To remedy
1'62
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the situation the first thing is to realize that it exists. To find the
remedy is another matter.
Raising the discount rate will not stop speculation. The
real-estate trader who is able to make from one hundred to one
hundred and twenty-five per cent per annum on money, cares little
for an increase of one or two per cent in the discount rate. Dis
crimination in the matter of loans would apparently accomplish
much more. Loans only for sound, conservative, up-building busi
ness purposes would do much to stabilize conditions and bring
down the general price level.
The reputed basis for business loans is confidence. The late
J. Pierpont Morgan has been credited with the fantastic statement
substantially to the effect that he would rather lend a million dol
lars without security to a man in whom he had confidence than a
thousand dollars on the best security in the world to a man in
whom he had no confidence.
Confidence is the belief on the part of the lender that the bor
rower will be willing and able to repay. The belief may be
founded on past experience, on the known business standing and
reputation of the borrower or on the result of investigation of his
character and integrity. But when he fails to pay at the appointed
time the confidence availeth nothing. Many a borrower has taken
the money in the best of faith. Many a borrower has been willing
to pay at maturity without being able so to do.
Some banks lend altogether on confidence. Others ask pros
pective borrowers to furnish financial statements. There are bor
rowers who submit statements which are wrong and misleading
because of ignorance on the part of those who prepared them.
There are others who offer financial exhibits which are intended
to deceive.
An applicant for a loan at one of the large trust companies re
cently submitted a balance-sheet which deliberately overstated the
assets and understated the liabilities. The cash shown as on hand
took no cognizance of the cheques outstanding. The customers’
accounts were all said to be good, yet investigation developed the
fact that scarcely one per cent was really collectible. The inven
tory, stated to be worth $45,000, was found to be worth, on the
basis of a liberal appraisal, about $12,000. Liabilities said to be
entirely in favor of trade creditors included amounts borrowed
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from a bank. No mention was made of amounts which had been
borrowed from relatives.
The trust company in question refused the loan because the
applicant refused to submit a certified statement. The above facts
were developed subsequently when in bankruptcy proceedings the
attorneys for the bankrupt offered a composition of something like
two cents on the dollar and an investigation was made at the in
stance of certain creditors in an effort to determine the true
situation.

The banker is not charged with the duty of being an account
ant, but he is scarcely to be classed as a banker these days if he
is not able to read and interpret a balance-sheet. It should be
said in their praise that bankers are as a rule very adept at this sort
of thing. But again it is a matter of confidence—the acceptance
of the facts as stated—the belief that reliance may be placed upon
the representation of the statement.
The unsupported financial statement of the applicant for a
loan is better than no statement at all, but it does not answer the
purpose. First, because it frequently leaves something to be de
sired in the matter of presentation; second, because it offers no
other basis than confidence.
The financial facts represented by the statement should be
verified. It is not sufficient that the assertion of the applicant be
accepted if the banker would avail himself of every opportunity
to safeguard the funds of the bank. Many a plausible story, sup
ported by what has appeared to be good evidence, has carried
sufficient persuasion with it to extract money from the cashier of
a bank where an armed force could not have done so.
The borrower is naturally biased in his own favor. Without of
necessity misrepresenting anything or in any way misleading he
is always optimistic as to his financial condition and presents his
case in the most favorable light. The independent and disinterested
investigator has no such bias. He searches out the cold facts. He
presents them in equally cold-blooded manner. Further, he certi
fies to them.
Some few years ago the American Association of Public Ac
countants, now the American Institute of Accountants, addressed
an inquiry to the bankers throughout the country asking them to
express their attitude toward certified financial statements as a
164
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basis for credit. Eight hundred and forty-four replies were re
ceived and classified as follows:
Strongly in favor..............................................
Favorable............................................................
Opposed ............................................................
Strongly opposed................................................
Non-committal ..................................................

121
501
15
5
202

Among those in the first class were some of the foremost
bankers in the country. Those opposed or strongly opposed ob
viously failed to catch the significance of the inquiry or had expe
rienced difficulty in obtaining through accountants’ certificates the
measure of protection which they demanded. The non-committal
group was comprised largely of banks in small places where the
personal acquaintance of the bank officers with the borrowers and
their affairs made it unnecessary to require certified statements.
As many expressed it, “The idea is all right, but it doesn’t apply
in our case.”
One banker in Omaha, Nebraska, cited an instance where his
bank had been saved $40,000 through having insisted on a certified
statement which the borrower declined to furnish. Another bank
made the loan and subsequently took the loss.
A St. Louis bank officer replied as follows: “During this year
we have found that three of our borrowers falsified their state
ments. The net loss to us was about $20,000. Certified statements
would have saved us that sum.”
From Pawtucket, Rhode Island, comes the following statement:
“We give preference in buying brokers’ paper to statements certi
fied by public accountants well and favorably known to us.”
Statements prepared to be submitted to bankers should be so
fashioned as to supply quickly, fully and succinctly the information
which the banker needs in coming to a conclusion as to the present
status of affairs and prospects for the future. An accountant will
only succeed in this respect as he is able to put himself in the place
of the banker who reads the statement. A balance-sheet prepared
for stockholders or prospective investors might contain all the in
formation which the banker needs, but presumably would not be as
satisfactory as one which would focus the attention immediately
upon the liquid aspect of the situation.
The lending banker is concerned chiefly with his position in case
165
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he makes the loan and with the probability of repayment. It is
essential to good banking practice that the loanable fund be not
tied up in long-term loans. The banker is anxious, first, that he
shall get back the funds which he has lent, and, second, that he
shall get them back within a short time. Thus is the loanable fund
kept in circulation.
Having this in mind the banker generally looks immediately at
the liquid assets. He compares them quickly with the current lia
bilities. He is likely to be interested in the ratio which the net
liquid assets bear to the total liquid assets, representing the margin
of safety, as it were. Like the credit man he is always more im
pressed if the liquid assets are at least twice the current liabilities.
One by one he goes over the liquid assets, regarding them al
ways in the light of the rapidity with which they may be converted
into cash. Current liabilities will be examined with regard to the
order in which they take preference and the pressure which they
exert as to payment. All these inquiries the banker directs at the
statement with the idea of trying to determine what will be the
outcome in so far as he is concerned, if he decides to take the
place temporarily of some of the present creditors or furnish addi
tional working capital to the enterprise for a time.
The statement to be satisfactory must exhibit the financial vigor
of the business, must show what it has been doing in this respect
in the recent past and give some indication of the prospects for the
future. For such purposes a comparative statement of financial
condition is desirable. It should, however, be supplemented with a
statement showing the net sales for the last year. Thus is the
reader of the statement apprised of the conditions under which
he enters into the relation of creditor.
As one banker has said, “A balance-sheet will not validate an
inventory.” It might be added, “no more will it validate any other
item thereon.” Without certification it is essentially a document
which must be taken on faith, and, at that, faith in an interested
party.
The certified balance-sheet does validate the inventories as well
as all the other items. It means, as to inventories, for example,
that the accountant has satisfied himself that they represent sound
values; that they contain no obsolete or unsalable material; that
they have been priced at cost or market, whichever is lower, unless
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otherwise stated; and that, generally speaking, the value placed on
the inventories is one which they may reasonably be expected to
realize in case of necessity.
In the present peculiar economic condition, in which this coun
try now is found, the banker is brought into a position of more
than usual importance. First, because the general increase in the
price level, having brought about a condition in which twice as
much working capital as formerly is required, has sent an increas
ing number of borrowers, who are not in a position to re-finance
through capital obligations, to the banks for current loans. Ac
cording to statistics which appeared recently, commercial loans
increased from January 1 to April 30, 1920, one billion, one hun
dred millions of dollars ($1,100,000,000) or 10 per cent. Inci
dentally, during the same period Wall street loans decreased 7 per
cent.

Secondly, the banker’s position is important because during the
movement which has as its purpose enforced deflation, the honest
commercial borrower will suffer most. Being forced to sell at low
prices goods into which have entered high priced material and labor,
the manufacturers and merchants are likely to find themselves em
barrassed to meet current obligations and forced to turn to the
banks quite legitimately for assistance.
In the third place, the banker plays an increasingly important
role because of the demands upon him for funds with which to
take advantage of present-day financial opportunities. With the
present condition of the stock market, nothing is so cheap as securi
ties. There are huge profits to be made in real estate. The manu
facture of sweets, to take the place of alcohol, and foreign trade
ventures give most tempting promise of large returns. The con
servative banker who has the good of the country at heart and
who wishes to be a factor in settling conditions and bringing down
prices so that they will stay down frowns on applications for loans
of this character. Nothing will contribute more to the lowering
of prices, it is believed, than discrimination by bankers, including
officers of the federal reserve banks, in the making of loans.
In all these cases the banker needs facts from which to pro
ceed. It is contended that certified financial statements prepared by
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duly qualified independent accountants may be a most effective
means of assistance to him in these matters. They may be of
help to him in exercising judgment as to the granting of loans.
They may help to satisfy him subsequently as to the judicious use
of the funds so lent. They will help him in keeping the loanable
funds of the country employed to best advantage while taking
every precaution as to their safety and prompt return.
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How to Write a Report
*
By Walter A. Staub

Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the importance of a
well-written, informing report to a client upon completion of an
engagement, or even before its completion if the circumstances
are such as to call for a preliminary report.
The report is the means by which the accountant maintains his
line of communications with the client. In many cases the client
himself may see little of the members of the staff directly engaged
on the work, and his impression of the value of the work done
will be based in a large measure on the report submitted. The re
marks which follow are suggestions inspired by observation of the
fate of many report drafts, the impressions gained of their virtues
or faults, and the conviction that there are certain aims to be held
in view and pitfalls to be avoided in writing a report.
Don’t be stereotyped. Some men seem to labor under the im
pression that it is necessary to prepare the text of reports in the
same form which they have found used by other men when first
joining the staff. This stereotyped form most often consists of
comments ad seriatim on the items of the balance-sheet; and be
fore beginning to read the report one already knows it will read
something like this:
We have checked the bank balances and counted the
cash on hand; we have verified the trial balance of ac
counts receivable ledger, etc., etc.,
going through all the minutiae of insurance and other prepaid ex
penses (often of comparatively small amount), through the lia
bilities one by one, and then to the capital stock.
At this point, if the matter is referred to at all, the operations
of the year, which usually are or would be of greater interest to
the client than most other features of the report—particularly if it
is a periodical audit—are dismissed with a word or two of trite
comment or of reference to the appended earnings and expense
statement.
* Summary of an address to members of the staff of Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Mont
gomery.
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This is a quick way to write a report, but it doesn’t make an
interesting or valuable one. For instance, we have clients for
whom we have been making annual audits for the past ten, fifteen
or twenty years, and you can imagine with what eagerness they
await and with what mental stimulation they read each year the
report that brings them the astounding news that once again we
have verified the bank balances and counted the petty cash and
actually found them to be correct! If a client had a suspicion that
such an obvious thing as verifying the cash balance were not being
done he would probably soon change auditors. Some things are
so obviously a part of the auditor’s duty that in the absence of a
definite statement to the contrary it is to be assumed that they
have been done.
To sum up under this head, let us get away from this stereo
typed form of balance-sheet comment and use it only when it is
really demanded. Cases in which this form of comment may ap
propriately be used will be referred to later.
Discuss important matters early in report. Ordinarily, try to
put in the early part of your report really important matters,
things that are vital and interesting to the client and to which his
attention should be promptly called.
When important matters are preceded by comments on numer
ous minor matters, particularly if they are dealt with in a technical
way, the client may be exhausted by the time he gets to the im
portant items and may pass them by, saying to himself, “I guess
the rest of it is all right.” Thus some special comment, perhaps
connected with operations of the year, may not attract attention
because it was not stated in the early part of the report.
Don’t elaborate on trifles. If a slight difference between con
trolling accounts and subsidiary ledgers should occur or there
should be an error of two cents in petty cash, it may be right to
mention the fact, but the average client does not want to be bur
dened with such non-essential matters. If errors are indicative of
carelessness, even though otherwise not vital, it is advisable to
report them, commenting thereon in as few words as possible.
This treatment will please the average client much more than if
such minor matters are unduly stressed.
Do not pad the report merely to have it run into a considerable
number of pages. A brief report containing worth-while com170
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ments is preferable to copious comments which are really much
ado about nothing.
Cover everything vital. It is annoying to a client to have a
report come to him and then later receive a supplemental report on
something that had been omitted from the report proper, espe
cially if the client be a banking or investment house floating issues
of securities which has in the meantime issued circulars based on
the initial report.
There are, of course, some engagements in which supplemental
reports are entirely in order. For example, in brokerage or bank
examinations supplemental reports are frequently necessary for
the purpose of bringing to the client’s attention accounts or loans
for which confirmations have not been received.
Endeavor to make report interesting. Try to learn of things
during the examination which will interest the client. The form
of presentation frequently decides whether or not the client’s in
terest will be aroused. Increasing the use of charts to facilitate the
comprehension of developments or tendencies in sales, costs, mar
gins of profit, etc., is well worth considering.
Use clear, concise English. The language used in writing a
report should be clear and concise and should avoid ambiguity.
Especially, avoid long sentences. When an effort is made to cut
down the sentences, making them short and crisp, there is more
likelihood of a clear statement of facts than when a long sentence
starts at the top of a page and extends over to the next. Do
not begin too many sentences with participles or indirect forms of
expression.
Cutting up the text into short paragraphs helps to make a
report clear. Theoretically, a new paragraph should be started
only when a new train of thought begins, but strict adherence to
this academic rule often results in discouragingly long paragraphs.
Subdivision of an extended comment into a number of paragraphs
facilitates its digestion.
A liberal use of paragraph captions also tends to facilitate the
client’s reading, study and comprehension of a report.
Study your client before you write your report. Different
clients like different kinds of reports. Some clients will not read
a twenty-five page report for love or money, while others delight
in going into the minutest details of the business. Try to form
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some idea of the kind of report that will appeal to the client or his
responsible representatives.
Write report promptly. Unless a report is promptly for
warded to the client it is not apt to excite his interest when it ar
rives, but rather to arouse a feeling of peevishness because of de
layed presentation. It is important that the accountant in charge
of the work in the field get his draft report into the office as
soon as the work is finished, because, at best, the review, typing
and comparing of the report in the office after the draft arrives
there must take some time. It makes an excellent impression on
the client if he receives the report soon after the completion of the
work.
Write report in client’s office. Two strong reasons are ad
vanced for writing the report draft in the client’s office, when
ever it is feasible to do so—and it usually is—viz.,
I.
2.

Accessibility of records.
The client appreciates the time spent on work.

As to accessibility of the records, if the draft is written at our
office, questions or points coming up, on which more information
seems desirable, necessitate much telephoning (with the possibility
of the information received in this way not always being accurate)
or perhaps involve an additional trip to the client’s office. Particu
larly in the case of out-of-town engagements is it annoying, when
writing the report after returning to the office, to find that data
are lacking, the need for which was not previously seen.
If the report is written in the client’s office, the records are
available for securing readily such supplemental information as the
drafting of the report discloses to be necessary. Also, explana
tions which it may be desirable to secure from the client’s staff are
more likely to be satisfactory if received on the ground than when
obtained over the telephone or by mail. The difficulty of secur
ing satisfactory explanations at long range tends to result in the
slighting in the report of perhaps important matters.
When a report takes long to prepare, the client does not ap
preciate the time required to assemble papers and write and rewrite
the report. He simply knows that the accountant is gone and
gives no credit for time spent elsewhere.
Accept proper responsibility. Some reports would lead one
to believe that they were written for the protection of the ac-
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countant and to serve as an alibi in case it later developed that all
was not as it should be in the client’s affairs.
When a client, whether for reasons best known to himself or
for reasons expressed to us, does not want the accountant to fol
low what appeals to the latter as the best procedure in making the
examination, the accountant should, of course, make mention of
the restriction in the report. Also, if by instructions of the client
an examination is limited in scope, the report should not fail to
disclose this fact. When, however, a client does not impose any
restrictions or limitations, it is not fair to him to make the report
an erudite collection of ifs and buts.
Supplementing the foregoing, it may be stated that certain en
gagements are of a special nature and ordinarily warrant the re
ports describing at least briefly the steps taken to verify the assets
and liabilities. Bank and brokerage audits come into this class,
because there are usually at least some items which even in a
fairly comprehensive examination it may not be practicable to
verify as conclusively as the auditor would wish. For example,
the deposit accounts in a bank examination are seldom verified as
exhaustively as would be theoretically desirable, and it is im
portant not only to have this understood by the client but also to
make it a matter of record in the report.
It is so obvious that it need hardly be stated that a good report
can be written only if it has been preceded by a good examina
tion, that is, one which is thorough, intelligently conducted and
directed toward ends which will be of the greatest service to
the client. As a conclusion of this discussion, it may be in order to
repeat the proverb: “First be sure you’re right and then go ahead.”
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Accounting for a Professional Institute*
By Edwin E. Leffler
Institutes, made up of members of a profession, are, as a rule,
organized to promote and benefit that profession and as such their
activities are diversified. Some of these activities are educational;
some assist in maintenance of high standards of ethics; others con
cern the establishment of a library and keeping the members in
touch with all new literature appertaining to the profession.
Accounting for an institute of this nature has many phases.
The revenue comes from the payment of dues, the subscription to
a monthly journal or bulletin, the sales of advertising and so on.
The expenditures must be distributed to various committees and
appropriations. While these organizations are not as a rule run
to create a large surplus, it is essential nevertheless that they em
ploy modern methods in their accounting.
In this paper I will endeavor to point out some of the salient
features of a system for such an institution, covering the matter
only in a general way and in the following order: first, describing
the principal books necessary; then a simple chart of accounts;
following this by a description of the method for recording the
various revenues and expenditures; the preparation of a budget;
the treatment of accounts payable and some other matters of a
more or less general character.
In describing the books I shall omit all reference to minute
books, members’ records and books of a like character, simply
confining myself to the accounting books. The principal books
essential to a system for an institute are cashbook, journal, dues
and sales journal, general ledger, members’ dues ledger, petty
cash book and possibly a miscellaneous accounts receivable ledger.
No description of the cashbook and journal is necessary ex
cept to say that they should be columnar books and that the head
ings for the columns can be worked out readily for any different
classification desired. The members’ dues ledger can easily be
designed to cover a period of ten years by having the pages
*A thesis presented at the May, 1920, examinations of the American Institute of
Accountants.
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printed on both sides and perforated on both ends so that they
may be reversed in the binder. Five sets of columns may be
printed on each side to take care of five years. The columns should
be divided for dues charged and dues paid showing date and
amount under each heading. A short sheet with the members’
numbers (entered in numerical order), names and grades, as
“fellow,” “member,” “associate,” may be printed; and this will
last for a number of periods, changing the long sheet with the
columns as frequently as necessary.
The dues and sales journal should have columns for date,
bill number, name, total charge and distributions, such as entrance
fees, current dues, past dues, subscriptions, etc.
A comprehensive chart of accounts should be thought out and
arranged with regard to the peculiar necessities of the institute in
mind. The following chart is submitted merely to cover the mat
ter in a general way and is not intended to be a finished product.
Assets: real estate—buildings—furniture and fixtures—
library—investments—inventories (year-book, journal, member
ship buttons, etc.)—cash—accounts receivable (dues, subscrip
tions, advertisement, buttons and miscellaneous)—cash in fund
for promotion of membership—blank bond of fund for library
extension.
Liabilities: accounts payable—advance dues—entrance fees
and dues advanced by applicants—reserve for depreciation of
buildings—reserve for depreciation of furniture and fixtures—
reserve for fund for promotion of membership—reserve for fund
for library extension—surplus.
Revenue: current dues—past dues—student dues—entrance
fees—subscriptions—sales of special articles—sales of buttons—
advertising—interest on bank balances—interest on investments—
miscellaneous revenue.
Expenditures: salaries—binding and mailing journal—sta
tionery and printing—general expenses—express—postage—meet
ings—membership committee expenses—standards committee ex
penses—year-book expense—blank medal award—dues written off
as uncollectible.
Many of these expense items must be distributed to show the
amounts expended for each of the various committees, necessitat
ing, for example, several salary accounts.
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Revenues in most instances will be from similar sources in all
organizations, as entrance fees, dues, student dues, subscriptions,
advertising, interest, sales of buttons and so on.

One of the main difficulties in designing a system of this kind
will be the method of accounting for yearly dues. In describing
this method let us start from the point when an applicant is voted
a member.
The first step when an applicant has been voted a member is
to assign to this member a number. These numbers should be
used consecutively, taking the next open number from the short
sheet in the members’ dues ledger. This number should serve to
identify everything appertaining to the member. It should appear
on his bill for dues, be used for filing purposes and so on. When
a member is dropped or resigns, after a certain time has elapsed his
number should be used for a new member.
On the first of the year, all dues should be extended into the
dues charged column of the members’ dues ledger and bills should
be mailed for these dues. The columns should be footed and the
totals carried to the dues and sales journal. This should be proved
by multiplying the number of members by the yearly dues. Dues
of members elected during the year are charged through the dues
and sales journal and distributed to the various columns. These
charges are then posted to the members’ dues ledger according to
the numbers that have been assigned to them. Advertising, sub
scriptions, sales of buttons, etc., are charged through the dues and
sales journal, distributed in appropriate columns and posted in the
proper subsidiary ledgers.

Cash received is entered in the cash receipt book in proper
columns. This entry should show member’s account number in
the case of dues, to facilitate posting to the members’ dues ledger.
Appropriate control accounts are set up in the general ledger and
a proof of accounts receivable ledgers is taken at short inter
vals. At the end of the year, all dues unpaid are transferred by
journal entry from current dues to past dues. Entrance fees,
dues and any other money accompanying an applicant’s applica
tion should be credited to a liability account, “dues and fees ad
vanced by applicants.” As members are elected their fees are
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journalized from this account to entrance fees, dues and other
appropriate accounts.
For purposes of following up delinquent members, after a defi
nite period of time has elapsed and the members have not paid
bills for dues, the membership mailing list may be run off on state
ment forms and arranged in numerical order. These may be read
ily compared with members’ dues ledgers and statements for mem
bers in arrears may be sent out. After a certain time, notices
should be sent out by the same method as above enclosing extracts
from the by-laws relative to dues.

When bills are received they are verified as to the receipt of
the goods and as to quantities. They are then checked as to
prices and extensions. All these operations are indicated on the
bills by means of a rubber stamp. Cheques are made out and dis
tributed to the proper committees and appropriations. A state
ment of these disbursements is made, with sheets showing the
amount charged to each appropriation for the period and the
amount of the appropriation unexpended. These statements are
submitted to the finance committee at its monthly meeting. When
this statement of disbursements has been approved for payment
by the finance committee and the chairman has signed the state
ment of cheques, the cheques and statement are delivered to the
treasurer. The treasurer signs the cheques, verifying the amount
of the cheques by the list approved by the finance committee. The
cheques are then mailed, and the vouchers are stamped “approved
for payment by the finance committee” with the date and numbers
of cheques inserted in the proper spaces. The vouchers are then
filed by vendors’ names and each voucher has endorsed on it
a complete record, thus showing that it has been completely
checked and approved as well as showing the cheque number and
date of payment.
An imprest petty cash fund should be maintained for petty
expenditures. Disbursements are made on a regular petty cash
voucher properly approved by some designated person. These
disbursements are distributed to the various committees’ appro
priations and a voucher showing such distribution is made out.
This is submitted to the finance committee at the next meeting
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and approved in the same manner as described in the previous
discussion.
In a system such as is described here it probably will not be
necessary to run a purchase journal and accounts payable ledger,
but this liability should be reflected on the books at the time of
the yearly closing. These bills cannot be distributed to the various
committees, as they have not been approved by the finance com
mittee. This liability may be shown, however, by setting up the
bills unpaid at the close of the fiscal period as accounts payable
and charging profit and loss by means of a journal entry. After
the closing this entry should be reversed.
Towards the end of the fiscal year it is well to write to the
chairmen of the various committees giving them all the detail pos
sible as to the amount of the appropriations and expenditures for
the previous years and asking for an estimate of their needs for
the next year. When these estimates are returned a tentative bud
get is prepared for the consideration of the finance committee.
This tentative budget is submitted to the finance committee,
with a statement in proper columns showing receipts in past years
—from what sources the revenue was obtained—the disburse
ments in past years showing the amount expended for each com
mittee—the amounts appropriated for each committee for the
ensuing year—the estimated income from various sources for the
ensuing appropriation year—the appropriations provided for the
different committees for the preceding years—the estimated sur
plus or deficit for the ensuing year—the record of expenditures for
different items of each committee’s appropriation.
With these facts before it the finance committee prepares a
final budget for the next year, showing the amount allotted to
each committee and the purposes for which the appropriations are
to be expended.
A monthly statement should be prepared and mailed to the
chairmen of the various committees showing the expenditures of
their individual committees to date, together with the amount of
their appropriations still unexpended and any known expenses
to be incurred for their committee.
Usually some revenue is received which is to be set aside for
a specific purpose, such as a “fund for the promotion of technical
papers.” These funds may be carried as cash, preferably in a
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savings bank or in investments in gilt-edged securities. These
funds are best treated by setting them up as an asset and offsetting
them by a reserve account for the same amount. Earnings or dis
bursements for the fund should not be reflected in the institute’s
earnings but should go direct to the fund for which intended. A
statement of these funds should be incorporated in the annual
report to the board of directors.
Some societies receive numerous donations. For these a
receipt book printed and numbered consecutively should be used.
For every donation received, a receipt should be forwarded to
the donor, the stub or duplicate remaining as the society’s record.
These stubs should be footed once a month or at designated periods
and the totals should be brought into the cash received book and
be properly distributed.
Lists of donations should be published in the society’s bulletin,
and the people expected to donate to a certain society should be
warned to see that they receive a receipt.
Careful account for membership buttons or badges sold to
members should be made. Records should be kept of the amount
of sales and the cost of these sales. This is important that the
society may not lose money on sales, unless it is the policy to do
so. On the other hand only a moderate profit should be made.
It is important that members’ mailing lists be kept up to
date. Forms should be prepared to record all changes of address,
grade or other information. These forms should be initialed by
the person making the change on the mailing list, ordering the
new stencil or taking any other step that is necessary to complete
the society’s record of these changes.
It is good policy to have the books of the society audited regu
larly and the annual reports certified by a recognized firm of
accountants.
In conclusion it may be stated that this article has only at
tempted to bring out some of the main features in a system for a
professional institution and does not purport to cover the entire
field. Much could be done in the way of standardizing accounts
for institutes, as it seems to be a phase of accounting that readily
lends itself to standardization. It would appear that a wide
field is open for the accountant and that he owes it to his pro
fessional brother to give some thought to his brother’s needs.
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Iron Mine Accounting*
By Charles F. Bomer
In general the accounting of companies operating iron mines
is similar to that in other lines of business, but there are several
peculiarities in the system of keeping general accounts as well as in
the cost accounts.
One of the most important features of the cost system is the
charging off of the exhaustion of the mines through a reserve for
depletion. This is important, because in mining an asset is being
used up; and unless sufficient reserve has been set up during the
time when the operations have been going on there will not be
any capital left for the stockholders when the mine is exhausted.
Before operations begin, a survey of the mine is made and
tests are made by engineers, from which they make an estimate of
the number of tons of ore that are available for mining. This
is done in various ways, usually by test borings at various places
over the mine. The accounting side of this is taken care of by
dividing the total cost of the land surveyed by the estimated num
ber of tons of iron to be produced by the land. This gives a
certain number of cents or fractions thereof per ton, which is the
figure used to set up the reserve for depletion on each ton of ore
mined. At the end of each month, a charge is made to cost of
mining for depletion equal to the number of tons of ore mined dur
ing that month multiplied by the amount of depletion on each
ton computed as above stated. The amount of depletion per ton is
included on the cost sheet to show the cost of each ton of ore mined.
The cost of the land is sometimes inflated by the promoters, but
as the amount which the company pays is the cost of the property
to the company, this is the amount that must be taken in calculat
ing a per ton depletion amount.
This is true also of the shafts sunk and the shaft head con
structed over the mouth of the mine. The shaft head is de
preciated on the basis of all ore that will be reached by that shaft
at every depth, while the cost of sinking the shaft is depreciated
*A thesis presented at the May, 1920, examinations of the American Institute of
Accountants.
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only by the amount of tons of ore to be mined from the levels
to which the shaft is sunk.
Depreciation is handled in much the same way as in all lines
of business except that the materials used have a very high rate of
depreciation. The pumps used to pump the water from the mines,
for instance, are depreciated at the rate of about thirty-three
per cent annually. The equipment used under ground is also
depreciated at a high rate, the electric locomotives being considered
good for only four or five years.
The payrolls differ somewhat from those in manufacturing
concerns, although they resemble somewhat the method of record
ing piece-work. The miners are employed on two different pay
bases: one, the company contract, which is at a stated rate per
diem; and another, the miner’s contract, which is based on
the amount of ore produced by him. On the company contract, the
miner is paid a flat rate per diem and is supplied with all his tools
and explosives free by the company. On the miner’s contract, which
is the more popular of the two, the men work in gangs, usually
four men on the day shift and four on the night shift, and these
gangs are assigned to mine a certain section of a runway. All
the ore sent up by these eight men is credited to the crew or
contract, and at the end of the month they are paid on the basis
of eight equal shares of the money earned by their entire gang.
The ore is sent to the surface in small dump cars called skips.
These skips usually contain one and one-half cubic yards of
earth, but the average rate of contents for a certain period for
all the ore mined is the figure at which the miners’ pay is calcu
lated. This average basis is determined periodically, usually
monthly, by the mine superintendent or engineer, the mine usually
reserving a small percentage of safety so that it will not overpay
the men.
The contract rate of pay is so much per cubic yard, less the
amount charged to the crew for the explosives and small tools
used. Therefore, by taking the number of skips produced by the
crew during the month, multiplied by the average contents of the
skips as determined by the mining superintendent, multiplying
this by the amount per cubic yard to be paid to the miner and de
ducting the amount of explosives and materials used, we would get
the total amount due to the crew for the ore mined during the
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period; and dividing this total by the number of men in the crew,
we would determine what each man is to receive. This method is
found to be satisfactory, as the men have an incentive to work
hard and it is surprising what a difference there is in the work
the good miners can turn out and that of the poor miners. The
men on their own contract are not paid for their shoring of the
runways or blasting of the rock; they are compelled to do this
on their own time and at their own expense, so that often the
difference in the showings between crews is due to the character
of the ore in which they mine. The miners are usually paid by
cheque, there being no law in Minnesota, where a great part of the
iron mining is done, to the contrary. The miners keep a careful
tally of the skips that they produce during the period and can come
very close to telling the payroll clerk how much they have coming
to them.

A peculiar feature of the payroll system, as used in iron
mining on the big ranges in Minnesota, is the assigning by the
miners of the pay due to them to the banks, in order to secure
their pay before it is due. The miners do this by means of as
signments, which merely transfer their interest in their pay to
the bank to the extent of the loan. Miners as a rule seem improvi
dent and cannot await the month necessary in order to secure
their money from the company. They get a slip from the pay
clerk stating the amount of money that they have coming to them,
sign an assignment, take it to the bank, and the bank gives them
the money, the company at the same time acknowledging this as
a lien on the miner’s next pay cheque.
The iron mining companies pay their men only once a month,
and this is to be regretted, as the banks in the small towns in
Minnesota charge the miners five per cent for these assignments
regardless of the time for which they run. This time is usually
about two weeks and it is easy to see that the rate charged by the
bank would be called usury in most states, although it is within
the law of Minnesota. Some companies even allow the banks
to charge as much as ten per cent, splitting the interest charges
with the bank half and half.
A complete and satisfactory system of stock and material
records must be kept at the mines. This is due in part to the fact
that the miners are charged for the explosives, material and small
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tools that they use in mining. The miners are also charged with
air drills, etc., that they use in mining, but if they return them in
fairly good condition, they are not charged on their payroll for
these items as they are for the explosives, etc. It is best to have
a good storehouse with a storekeeper in charge and to have the
men present orders o. k.’d by the superintendent for what they
wish and also to have them sign for the materials as they take
them away.
In iron mining royalties are usually paid on the basis of the
ore mined; therefore, it is necessary as the ore is mined to set
up a reserve equal to the amount of royalties per ton multiplied by
the number of tons produced during that month, the charge being
made to cost of operation and the credit to the reserve for royal
ties. Some mines carry their own accident insurance instead of
taking out insurance. They do this by setting up a reserve equal
to an amount usually about one cent a ton and charging this to
cost of operation. This rate may vary in different mines but
usually is about the same as that charged by an insurance company.
Construction records dealing with any new work completed
at the mines should be kept at the mine office, and monthly re
ports should be made to the main office of all the work in progress
and what materials and supplies have been expended thereon.
The taxes for the year are estimated in advance, split into
twelve parts, and one-twelfth is charged to each month’s operation.
This figure is added to the cost sheet at the general office. There
fore, the cost sheet shows not only the cost of mining but the
total cost of the ore up to the time it is shipped. As part of the
cost sheet or as a separate record the mines also submit to the
general office detailed account of all materials and supplies used
during the month and on hand at the end of the month.
During the winter months on the iron ranges, when the ore
cannot be shipped to the eastern ports because the lakes are frozen
over, the mines pile the ore at the mouth of the mine in what
is called a stockpile. The contents of this stockpile are estimated
by taking the number of skips or buckets full of ore sent up from
the mine and multiplying this by the average contents of the skip
as determined by the mine superintendent. As stated previously,
mines always allow themselves a little leeway in estimating the
average cubic contents of the skips. Therefore, it is found that
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in the spring, when the stockpile is shipped away from the mine, it
always produces in actual ore more tonnage than was estimated.
In the monthly cost statement, the estimated number of tons
produced is used during the winter months and in the spring the
excess of ore found in the stockpile is added to the yearly accumu
lated tonnage without placing it in the monthly figures. It has
been found that this is the only equitable way of treating the stock
piles. When the ore is placed in stockpiles during the winter
months, there is no actual charge incurred for loading the ore
from the stockpiles into the freight cars. This expense is actually
incurred later in the year. Nevertheless, it is best to charge the
expense of loading the ore into cars even during the period when
it is placed in stockpiles, the rate being the average cost per ton
for the past season. Thus a reserve is set up and, when the
shipping begins in the early spring, the charge of loading the ore
from the stockpiles is not charged to current operation but is
charged to this reserve, any balance that is left in the reserve after
all the ore is mined being closed to profit and loss.
In some cases it has been found more practicable to mine by
the open-pit method than by digging vertical shafts and horizontal
runways. Under the open-pit system, the surface earth is re
moved by steam shovels and when the main ore body is reached
this also is removed by steam shovels. This method can only
be used where it is found that the iron ore body is close to the
surface of the ground, as the cost of removing the surface earth
is high. After the surface earth is removed, the cost of mining
the ore is very cheap compared with the shaft method. This is
due to the fact that there are no expensive shafts or shaft ma
chinery needed, except for a small shaft and a few runways which
are sunk in order to drain and pump off the water from the
open pit. One disadvantage of the open-pit method is that it is
not always possible to operate the pit in winter because of the
severe weather, but it is usually possible to remove surface earth
when no other work can be done. The accounting for open-pit
mining is practically the same as for the shaft method, except,
of course, the items entering into the costs are changed to corre
spond to the method used. The cost of removing the surface
earth is set up as a deferred charge to operations and is written
off at a rate per ton determined by dividing the total cost of remov
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ing the earth by the total number of tons of ore available. The
cost per individual of the labor under the open-pit method is
more costly because a higher class of workmen is required; but
fewer men are needed and the labor cost per ton is small com
pared to that of the shaft method of mining.
The foregoing are the most important items to be considered in
iron mining accounting. The balance of the accounting system is
the same generally as that in other kinds of business.
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EDITORIAL
The Indispensable Accountant
It is regrettable that American accountants generally have not
had an opportunity to review the minutes of evidence before the
British royal commission on income tax. From beginning to
end the minutes are filled with matter of the utmost importance to
all persons concerned in income-tax practice, and there are fre
quent references to accounting which should be carefully con
sidered by every accountant.
It is not possible to reproduce even a summary of the evidence,
but there are one or two points which we feel cannot be passed
by without notice. Elsewhere in this issue of The Journal of
Accountancy we reprint a memorandum by the board of inland
revenue on the subject of depreciation and obsolescence of plant
and machinery. The value of this document is obvious.
Some of our legal friends have been inclined to take umbrage
at the assertions frequently made in this magazine that no one can
be expected to prepare income-tax returns so well as the account
ant. Our critics say that income-tax law is law and therefore
should be interpreted by lawyers.
A. M. Bremner was called to give evidence before the royal
commission because, as it appears in the minutes, he was regarded
as the leading legal authority on income-tax law; and his views
on this point are therefore especially interesting to accountants.
We give questions and answers, the questioner being a
well-known accountant and a member of the commission.
I suggest to you that to those who are doing the daily work of income
tax it is not quite so confused as you suggest ?
I agree with you entirely, and that is one of the things that has been
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passing through my mind. The inland revenue officials unconsciously under
rate the difficulty of dealing with this act.
Why?
From the time when they are quite young they begin to study the incometax law. They have the great advantage of being steeped in the practice, and
therefore they acquire in time a very considerable knowledge of income-tax
law, and when you have a very considerable knowledge of any subject, you
are apt to think it is not so difficult after all. The people who know most
about the income-tax law, after the income-tax officials—I think I must say
after them, because they do nothing else and it is their business—are the
accountants. The accountants know much more about the income-tax law
than the lawyers do. It would not pay the lawyers to be daily studying
income-tax law. They have got the affairs of their clients to look after;
but the accountant, by his long experience, knows exactly what the surveyor
will pass and what he will not pass.
Not always.
Chairman: You are paying a very great compliment to your examiner?
I have often said it, and when people come to me in a difficult case, I
say, “Would you kindly bring me the accountant?” Then the next thing I
ask for is the correspondence between the accountant and the surveyor. I
attach the greatest importance—and I should like to take this opportunity
of saying it—to what passes between the accountants and the surveyors with
a view to adjusting the difficulties as to figures and accounts; because if you
had to try these appeals by going through every item in a profit and loss
account on both sides, calling evidence as we do in a law court, and going
through it in detail and giving the evidence on each item, the thing would
never end. The great practical advantage of the accountants and the sur
veyors getting together is that they do not differ except on questions of
principle. Of course they often differ, or sometimes they differ on a question
of principle, and then we have to go to the law courts to fight it out, but
I am enormously assisted in my practice by the custom of the accountant
and the surveyor getting together and settling all the figures subject to any
points of principle. That facilitates the hearing of appeals immensely. I
go to the commissioners and say, “There are some complicated figures;
do not trouble about them; we can adjust those; you give your decision on
the question of principle,” and that facilitates things wonderfully. Person
ally I dislike figures very much, and I am quite unable to deal with them,
and I am delighted to put the figures on to more competent shoulders, but it
is a very great advantage indeed; in fact, I doubt if you could collect the
income tax if the surveyor and accountant did not get together and settle
the figures.
Mr. McLintock: There is just one point with regard to the evidence
given on appeal. Do you know that accountants conduct a great many appeals
before the general commissioners and the special commissioners as well ?
I do.
Do you think that is an advantage ?
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I do; I think that is quite right, because you may have an appeal which
depends more upon figures than it does upon some principle of law; and
I think it is an advantage that accountants should in such cases be able to
conduct an appeal.

Clarity of Diction
Criticism is not infrequently made of accountants’ certificates,
and as bankers have more occasion to consider these certificates
than others it is perhaps natural that more of the criticism should
come from them than from any other class of the community.
Some go so far as to say that accountants should never give
any sort of qualified certificates, forgetting that in many cases the
accounts submitted are those of the client, and the duty of the
accountant is clearly to certify whether or not those accounts are
a full and fair disclosure of the financial position and if not to
indicate in what respect they fall short of being such a disclosure.
Others who admit that qualified certificates are sometimes
necessary are insistent that the language of any qualification
should be so clear and specific that its significance would be ob
vious to any one on the most hurried reading. With these it is
possible to agree to this extent: that every qualification should be
clear and not so involved in language as to leave any doubt of its
meaning in the mind of the ordinarily intelligent reader.
It must be admitted that accountants sometimes fall short of
this standard, but in this they are not alone. Our attention was
attracted to a recent prospectus containing the following clause:
Neither the company nor any subsidiary will mortgage or pledge any of
their real or personal property now owned or hereafter acquired. This
covenant shall not prevent the company or any subsidiary from purchasing
property subject to a mortgage or from creating a purchase money mort
gage to the extent of 75 per cent of the fair value of the property purchased,
nor from pledging as securities for loans made to it in the regular and
current conduct of its business, accounts receivable or other liquid assets or
stocks, bonds or other securities owned by it other than stocks or securities
of subsidiary or controlled companies.

The first sentence seems to be clear and complete in itself and
to give very real protection to intending investors. The first part
of the second sentence also seems reasonable and it is not until
towards the end of a long sentence that one realizes that the protec
tion indicated by the first sentence is steadily whittled away in the
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second. We have no doubt that this statement was made without
the slightest intention to deceive or mislead, but we are equally
convinced that many people would accept the first sentence at its
face value.
In no class of the community is clarity of statement more im
portant than among accountants, but if some fall short of the
ideal they may at least console themselves with the knowledge
that well-known bankers, advised by eminent counsel, sometimes
err with them.
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In a course of evidence before the British royal commission on income
tax, the following valuable memorandum on the subject of allowances for
depreciation and obsolescence of plant and machinery was presented. The
matter contained in the memorandum will be of much interest to readers of
The Journal of Accountancy:
INCOME TAX
Memorandum by the Board of Inland Revenue on the subject of allowances
for depreciation and obsolescence of plant and machinery, etc.

Wear and Tear Allowances—Legal Position
(1) The customs and inland revenue act, 1878, section 12, authorizes a
deduction in the assessment of profits of such an amount as the income-tax
commissioners concerned “may think just and reasonable as representing the
diminished value by reason of wear and tear during the year of any machin
ery or plant used for the purposes of the concern.” This deduction is in
addition to the allowance made in respect of the cost of repairs to the ma
chinery or plant.
(2) There is no statutory limit to the amount which the income-tax
commissioners may allow in any year, but the aggregate amount of the
deductions from first to last must not exceed the actual cost of the machinery
and plant to the person by whom the concern is carried on.
(3) It may happen that the assessment on the profits of a trader for a
particular tax year is nil, or is less than the amount of the wear and tear
allowance for that year, so that he cannot get the full deduction from that
year’s assessment to which he would otherwise have been entitled; in such a
case that part of the allowance to which effect cannot be given is carried
forward and added to the allowance for the next year, and so on for suc
ceeding years. (Finance act, 1907, section 26 (3).

Rates Agreed for Certain Trades
(4) Although no fixed scale of allowance is prescribed by law, definite
rates of depreciation on different classes of machinery have been agreed
upon for uniform application—subject to the concurrence of the respective
bodies of income-tax commissioners—in a number of important industries
as the result of applications by representatives of the industries to the
board of inland revenue. Although these allowances have been generally
adopted and accepted by the taxpayers, the power to appeal to the board
of referees (see paragraph 5) will not be affected by any such agreement.
A schedule of these rates forms part of the present statement.

Appeal to Board of Referees
(5) The finance act, 1918, section 24 (1) provides that in cases affecting
a class of trade or business the question of the amount to be allowed for
wear and tear may be carried from the income tax commissioners to the
board of referees. Application in such a case has first to be made to the
commissioners of inland revenue, and those commissioners refer the case to
the board of referees. If the board of referees are satisfied that the applica
tion is made by or on behalf of any considerable number of persons engaged
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in any class of trade or business, they consider the case and determine the
amount of the allowance.

Income Tax Authorities Concerned
(6) The authorities who have duties to perform in connection with
wear and tear allowances are the commissioners of inland revenue, the
income-tax commissioners and the board of referees.
The Commissioners of Inland Revenue
are civil servants and constitute the statutory board entrusted with the
collection and management of inland revenue. They are responsible to the
chancellor of the exchequer, and are represented in the numerous districts
into which the country is divided by their surveyors of taxes (who are also
salaried civil servants).
The Income-Tax Commissioners
With the exception of the special commissions of income tax, the com
missioners concerned (who are more generally known as the district commis
sioners of taxes) are local bodies which act only in their respective areas
(some 700 in number). They are not salaried officials, but are representa
tive residents in the locality, and are recruited from the land tax commis
sioners named in a statutory list which is from time to time renewed by act
of parliament. Their functions include the making of assessments, the
hearing of appeals and the allowance of deductions for wear and tear.
The special commissioners of income tax are a body of salaried officials
with similar powers, but acting (for the most part) only in those cases where
the taxpayer elects to be dealt with by them instead of by the district com
missioners.
The Board of Referees
are a central body of business men which was set up in connection with the
excess profits duty. The names of the existing members of the board are
given in a footnote.
*
Their only duty in connection with income tax is to
deal with applications for the determination of wear and tear allowances
where those applications are made by a considerable number of persons
engaged in a particular class of business. (See paragraph 5.)

Replacement of Obsolete Machinery or Plant
(7) In addition to the allowance for wear and tear of plant and ma
chinery there has been in operation since 1897 an allowance for obsolescence,
and this allowance has been made statutory by section 24 (3) of the finance
act, 1918.
The necessity for this allowance arises from the fact that machinery has
frequently to be replaced, before it is worn out, owing to its having become
obsolete and incapable of competing with more up-to-date machinery. Ac
cordingly, where new machinery is introduced in place of machinery not
wholly worn out, an allowance is made, as a deduction from the profits of
the year, of so much of the cost of replacement as is equivalent to the
written down value of the machinery replaced less any sum realized by the
sale of it—the balance of the cost of the new machinery being an addition
to the capital of the business.
For example, from the value of a machine which originally cost £1,000,
wear and tear allowances have been made year by year until they have
aggregated £600, so that the written down value of the machine stands at
£400. The trader now considers that the machine is obsolete, scraps it and
replaces it by an up-to-date machine which costs £1,400. He sells the old
* In the list appear 27 names. There are nine accountants in the number.
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one for £50. He is entitled to charge as a trade expense incurred in the year
in which the replacement is made the sum of £350; that is—,
Original cost of the machine replaced............................
Less (a) aggregate amount of wear and tear allow
ances already made in respect of the machine.........
(b) sum realized by its sale.....................................

£ 1,000
£600
50

650
Amount treated as trade expense in year of replace
ment ........................

£

350

Assuming the total written down value of the trader’s plant and machinery
before the sale of the obsolete machine to be £10,000, future wear and tear
allowances will be made upon a value of £11,000, thus—
Written down value of total plant, etc............................
Deduct written down value of the obsolete machine....

£10,000
400

Add cost of new machine...'.........................................

£ 9,600
1,400
£11,000

The obsolescence allowance is not made in quite the same way as the
wear and tear allowance under paragraph I, for the latter is by statute an
allowance from the assessment after the three years’ average is struck. Thus
the wear and tear allowance applicable to the year 1918-19 would be given
as a deduction from the gross assessment for 1918-19 as follows:
Trading profits (before allowing wear and tear)—

1915—Loss .....................................................................
1916—Profit....................................................................
1917—Profit...................................................................

£ 5,000
10,000
13,000
3)18,000

Gross assessment 1918-19..............................................
(If the total wear and tear allowance due for the
year 1918-19 were £6,500, a sum of £6,000 would be
allowed against the 1918-19 assessment, and the bal
ance of £500 carried forward for deduction in future
years.)

£ 6,000

Wear and tear allowance...............................................
Net amount on which tax is payable for 1918-19........

£ 6,000
nil

An allowance for obsolescence in 1918 of, say, £10,000 would, however,
be a deduction from the commercial profits of 1918, turning them from a
profit of say, £9,800 to a loss of £200. The first assessment to be affected
would be that of 1919-20, as follows:
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Profits 1916 ...................................................................
1917 ...................................................................
1918—Loss ........................................................

£10,000
13,000
200
3)22,800

Gross assessment 1919-20.............................................
£ 7,600
Less allowance for wear and tear, say, £6,800 for
1919-20, plus the unexhausted balance carried
forward from 1918-19, £500 =.....................
7,300

Net amount on which tax is payable for 1919-20....

£

300

The business year 1918 would also come into the average for the tax
years 1920-21 and 1921-22, by which time the allowance would have had its
full effect.
Cost of Renewals as an Alternative Method
(8) As an alternative to the allowance for wear and tear and obsolescence
of plant and machinery, the cost of renewing plant and machinery may be
claimed as a deduction in the computation of income-tax liability under
schedule D. When this course is preferred by the taxpayer the amount to
be allowed is the actual cost of the new plant and machinery (excluding
any part of such cost which is attributable to additions or improvements,
i. e., to an increase in capital) after deducting the scrap value or realized
price of the plant and machinery replaced.
Example (a)—A machine which originally cost £1,000 is worn out and
replaced by a machine of similar power or size or capacity which now costs
£1,500. The whole of this expense of £1,500 is allowable from the profits
of the year in which it is incurred.
Example (b)—A machine which originally cost £1,000 is worn out and
replaced by one of greater power or size or capacity costing £2,500. The
amount to be allowed as an expense is in this case not the full £2,500, but
only the cost of replacing the old machine by one of similar power or
capacity—say £1,500.
Although this method of allowance is alternative to the wear and tear
allowance for the same class of plant, the two principles may run concur
rently for different classes of assets in the same business. For example, the
wear and tear allowance may apply to fixed machinery, while the renewal
method is used for loose plant.
Buildings
9. In the computation of the profits of his business for assessment under
schedule D, a trader is allowed to deduct as a trade expense his whole outlay
on repairs, maintenance and insurance of his trade premises.
Where he owns the premises which he occupies for the purpose of his
business, and therefore has to bear the income tax (schedule A) on those
premises, he is also allowed a set-off in arriving at the liability under
schedule D of the amount on which he has actually paid income tax (schedule
A), i. e., of an amount equal to five-sixths of the full annual value of the
premises. (This provision is, of course, necessary in order to prevent double
taxation of the same item, once under schedule D, and a second time under
schedule A.)
But although an owner-occupier of trade premises has actually paid the
schedule A tax on only five-sixths of the annual value, he is allowed (under
section 24 (4) of the finance act, 1918) in the case of premises which are
peculiarly subject to depreciation, viz.: mills, factories and other similar
premises, to deduct the whole (six-sixths) of the annual value in com-
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Remarks

Schedule of Agreed Rates of Depreciation Referred to in Paragraph 4.
(See Paragraph 10 as to Special Allowance to meet exceptional wear and tear.)
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puting his profit for assessment under schedule D. That is to say, he is
allowed every year absolutely tax free a sum equal to one-sixth of the annual
value of the mill or factory to provide a sinking fund to replace the
building.
The operation of the allowance may be seen from the following example:
Old method:
Net schedule A
Year
Profits
assessment
1915................... £10,000
—
£ 600
=
£ 9,500
1916...................
11,000
—
500
=
10,500
1917...................
14,000
—
1,000
=
13,000
3)33,000
1918-19 assessment under the previous law................................
New method:
Gross schedule A
Year
Profits
assessment
1915................... £10,000
—
£ 600
=
1916...................
11,000
—
600
=
1917...................
14,000
—
1,200
=

£11,000

£ 9,400
10,400
12,800
3)32,600

1918-19 assessment under the law as now altered.....................

£10,867

Temporary Provisions Necessitated by War Conditions. Extra Wear and
Tear
10. With the exception of the rates relating to the motor omnibus, saw
milling and steel industries, the rates of depreciation given in the schedule
were agreed upon under pre-war conditions.
Cases have arisen, especially since the commencement of the war, in which
machinery is suffering exceptional wear and tear, owing, for example, to
extra hours of running, the difficulty of obtaining material for effecting
repairs, the rougher usage to which the machinery is subjected owing to the
employment of unskilled labor, and the fewer opportunities available for
having the machinery overhauled. In such cases applications for special
rates of depreciation have been entertained; but, generally speaking, the
circumstances of individual cases have been found to vary so widely as to
render it impracticable to fix a uniform scale, and each application has been
dealt with on its own merits.

Machinery Out of Use
11. Where machinery or plant has been temporarily out of use through
circumstances attributable directly or indirectly to the present war, an allow
ance for depreciation is granted on the same lines as if the diminished value
had actually been caused by “wear and tear during the year.” (Finance act,
1918, section 24 (2.)
"Controlled Establishments”
12. In one class of case, namely, concerns which are “controlled” under
the munitions of war act, 1915, the income-tax allowance has been tem
porarily extended, by the finance acts of 1916 and 1917, to include the de
ductions for “exceptional depreciation or obsolescence of buildings, plant or
machinery” which are allowed for excess profits duty and munitions levy
purposes.
.
.
.
This allowance prevents the hardship that would otherwise arise owing
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to the circumstance that “controlled establishments,” being held at the dis
posal of the government, may be required to alter completely the course of
their business and to undertake exceptional expenditure which may be of
little or no post-war utility to them, e. g., on machinery which may never
be replaced, and to which therefore the ordinary obsolescence allowance
would not be applicable. The finance acts of 1916 and 1917 accordingly
authorize the income-tax commissioners to revise the income tax allowance
so as to enable a deduction to be made from profits of the difference between
cost and post-war value of installations and extensions (including buildings)
which would not have been undertaken but for the war and the express re
quirements of the government.
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Judge Bourquin’s decision, set forth below, affords an interesting com
parison with the rule laid down in article 845 of regulations 45, that “for
the purpose of computing invested capital, federal income and war profits
and excess profits taxes are deemed to have been paid out of the net income
of the taxable year for which they are levied.”
This regulation, it will be remembered, permits the inclusion in invested
capital of a reserve for income and profits taxes until the date or dates when
payment thereof is made.
The judge states that the tax is not a debt in a strict sense, but imme
diately states that the obligation is of a higher nature than a debt, and in
accordance with the latter statement makes the distributees of the corpora
tion’s assets liable to the extent of such distribution for the corporate tax
under the trust fund doctrine.

Any obligation of a corporation of a higher nature than a debt should, of
course, be treated as a liability, and accountants have recognized this prin
ciple when setting up a reserve for income and profits taxes.

This theory has been attacked in many instances where an employee’s
compensation was based upon the net earnings of the employing corporation.
The employee has contended that the tax should not be deducted from net
income in the computation of his compensation, as the tax applied against the
year in which it was levied and not against the year in which the income
accrued upon which the tax was based.
The decision seems to allay any doubt there may be as to when the debt
applies, even though it may be included in invested capital until the time
when it is paid.

(T. D. 3043, July 2, 1920)
Income tax—Retrospective law—Decision of court
1. An income tax may be and was imposed by retrospective law.
2. A tax is not a debt and the government is not a creditor in a strict
sense. The obligation is of a higher nature than a debt.
3. Distributees without consideration of corporate assets, as stockholders
in case of dissolution, are liable to extent of the distribution for corporate tax
under the trust-fund doctrine.
The appended decision of the district court of the United States for the
district of Montana, in the case of United States v. John J. McHatton et al.,
is published for the information of internal revenue officers and others
concerned.
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DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES, DISTRICT OF
MONTANA
United States v. John J. McHatton et al. (May 6, 1920)

Bourquin, Judge: Herein, the demurrer to the complaint is overruled.
When the corporation was in being and at dissolution, it owed the duty to
pay all taxes lawfully imposed upon it for income during its life, at any time.
Taxes could be lawfully imposed by retrospective law, and were. If material,
the law speaks of and from a time anterior to the dissolution, takes effect as
though enacted prior to the dissolution. Taxes are not debts, nor govern
ment a creditor, in strict sense. They are of higher nature. But no reason
is perceived why they are not within the principle that those who gratuitously
receive a debtor’s property, to the extent thereof are liable for his debts and
obligations then inchoate or vested, within this principle otherwise known as
the “trust fund’’ doctrine in respect to corporations.
Accordingly, when this corporation without consideration distributed part
of its assets to these defendants, it was under obligation to plaintiff to pay
any taxes that might thereafter be imposed. Defendants received the assets
subject thereto and to the principles aforesaid. The obligation was contin
gent, the plaintiff’s right inchoate. The contingency happened, the right
vested. And the corporation’s assets so distributed may be pursued in the
hands of these defendants by virtue of the principles aforesaid.
In principle the case is very like the Brady case, 240 Fed., 665.

*

*

*

*

The opinion of the attorney general cited in treasury decision No. 3044
is one of the examples of the great injustice wrought by too strict adherence
to the letter of the income and profits tax law.
Here is a company which paid a tax on profits earned in a fiscal year
ended September 30, 1918. The tax exceeded the profits earned in the two
years ended September 30, 1919, because of a non-cancellable contract for
purchase of material the company had at the time of the signing of the
armistice. The value of the material contracted for was greatly reduced
upon the cessation of hostilities, and as a result the company sustained a
loss in its fiscal year ended September 30, 1919, which when added to the
tax it paid on 1918 business resulted in a deficit on the two years’ business.
The story is well told in the following decision, and should be carefully
read by accountants.
The impression we get from a careful reading of the argumentative matter
is that the attorney general interprets the intention of congress to be fully
set forth by the language of the act, but overlooks the fact that it may have
been intended to give relief to taxpayers whose exact condition it could not
foresee.
It is lamentable that congress could not have provided enough administra
tive authority to relieve taxpayers from such conditions as are set forth in
treasury decision No. 3044.
(T. D. 3044, July 9, 1920)

Income tax
Change in taxable year—Loss in inventory—Opinion of attorney general
1. The A company earned a large income during the fiscal year ended
September 30, 1918, and suffered a net loss during the year ended September
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30, 1919. The company in 1920 requested permission to change its accounting
period for 1918 to the calendar-year basis, and then to be allowed to deduct
the net loss from the taxable income for 1918, under section 204, revenue act
of 1918. Held, that the accounting period for which the tax liability had
accrued and the method of accounting during that period were accomplished
facts which could not thereafter be changed by the commissioner.
2. The company further contended that it was entitled to a deduction for
inventory loss under subdivision 14, section 234(a), revenue act of 1918,
because of certain non-cancellable contracts for the future delivery of material
which were not completed by delivery prior to the termination of the fiscal
year, the value of this material having been greatly decreased as a result of
the signing of the armistice on November 11, 1918. Held, that as the com
pany did not own the material on September 30, 1918, but had only a contract
for its purchase, no deduction could be allowed as a loss on inventory based
on such contracts.
Below is given a synopsis of an opinion rendered by the attorney general
on May 28, 1920. The opinion is not to be published in full, as its publication
might disclose unnecessarily the private affairs of the taxpayer. The fol
lowing may be taken as a fair statement of facts to which the ruling
applies:

The A company earned a large income during the fiscal year ended
September 30, 1918, and suffered a net loss during the year ended September
30, 1919. The company is now requesting permission to change its account
ing period for 1918 to the calendar-year basis, and then to be allowed to
deduct a net loss for 1919 from the taxable income for 1918, under section
204, revenue act of 1918. As an alternative, it contends that it is entitled
to a deduction for inventory loss under subdivision 14 of section 234(a),
revenue act of 1918, because of certain non-cancellable contracts for the
delivery of X material, which were not completed by the delivery of the X
material prior to the termination of the fiscal year, the value of this material
having been very greatly decreased as a result of the armistice signed on
November 11, 1918. The commissioner of internal revenue has ruled that he
is without power to now allow the requested change in an accounting period
for 1918, or to allow the deduction for inventory loss. The company in its
manufacture uses unusually large quantities of certain material. During the
war the company’s plant was entirely devoted to war production. In August,
1918, acting upon information obtained that there would be a shortage in X
material, and that it was important therefore for the company to buy for
its current needs, this company entered into contracts for the future delivery
of a large quantity of such material, the quantity ordered being reasonably
necessary for a six months’ supply on the basis of the then current govern
ment demand for its product. On the signing of the armistice the market
price of this material fell to a very low figure. The company’s contracts were
legally binding and non-cancellable, and as a result the company, subsequent
to November 11, 1918, suffered a loss on these contracts. The company’s
taxable year ended September 30, 1918. Its earnings for that year were
considerable and the tax levied thereon correspondingly large. In making
its tax return the company paid a portion of the tax assessed and filed a claim
in abatement for the balance, asking that this claim be allowed as a loss on
inventory, because of this loss on X material arising from contracts made
during 1918. This claim was denied by the income-tax unit apparently on the
ground that the claim could not be treated as a loss on inventory, because X
material contracts for future delivery entered into in 1918 were not inven
toried September 30, 1918.
Since its claim was denied the company’s 1919 taxable year ended
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September 30, 1919. It later definitely ascertained that during its taxable
year 1919 the company suffered an operating loss, a large part of which was
due to the money losses actually suffered on the above-mentioned X material
contracts of 1918. Coupling together these two taxable years in this manner
the company’s tax would exceed the earnings for these two years. The
fiscal year ending September 30 had been determined and fixed at the time
of its incorporation in 1912, and section 204(b) was enacted subsequent to
the date when, under existing regulations, it could have secured a change in
its accounting period. Attention was directed to the fact that the company
incurred its losses on these contracts, not because of any error of business
judgment, but because it acted upon the information which it received from
the War Industries Board and in a desire to hasten production. Further,
because of the slowness with which the material was being delivered it was
not possible to make contracts therefor containing cancellation privileges, nor
was it possible to obtain deliveries short of several months after order.
Upon substantially these facts the following questions were submitted
to the attorney general:
First. Does the statute authorize the commissioner to approve a change
by this company at this time (January, 1920) in its accounting records for
the fiscal year ended September 30, 1918, so that its accounting period for
1918 will be changed to a calendar-year basis, solely because of a tax ad
vantage ?
Second. Are the regulations promulgated by the commissioner with the
approval of the secretary, requiring notice of a change of accounting periods
and forbidding retroactive changes, valid regulations?
Third. Does the statute authorize a deduction by this company under
section 234(a), subdivision 14, by treating this loss on the X material con
tracts as a loss which is of the “character” of an inventory loss?
The attorney general disposed of the questions as follows:
It will be seen that the company’s taxes for 1918 have been assessed upon
the basis of its return made as of September 30, 1918, the close of its fiscal
year. In other words, its taxes have been assessed on the basis of its financial
condition on that date as compared with its financial condition twelve months
previously. The result reached was based—in part, of course—upon an
inventory of all its property owned at that date. It then had outstanding
contracts for the purchase and delivery of X material to be used in its
manufacturing operations during succeeding months. The amounts which
would be payable under these contracts upon delivery of the X material were
not listed as liabilities, nor was the X material which was to be thereafter
delivered included in the inventory of property owned by the company. At
that time the war was in progress. The company was not using X material
in carrying out contracts with the government. It was, however, using it in
the manufacture of articles which were sold to and used by others who had
war contracts with the government. The immediate demand for and value
of the products in which X material was used depended very largely upon
the continuance of the war. When the armistice was signed in November
this demand ceased and the value of the X material which the company had
contracted to buy immediately dropped, making it inevitable that when the
X material should be delivered and paid for a heavy loss would immediately
ensue.
It is clear that the assessment was made upon a return which clearly
reflected the income and profits of the company on September 30, 1918. The
theory of the income-tax laws is that income and profits are to be determined
and taxed annually. Ordinarily, therefore, when he pays taxes for a given
year upon the net income shown by a proper accounting at the end of that
year he is not entitled to relief even though it happens that he suffers a net
loss during the succeeding year in excess of the net income for the first year.
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The revenue act of 1918 was not, in fact, passed until February, 1919.
During the time that it was under consideration by congress the armistice
had been signed. There were many individuals and corporations in the
country conducting business requiring large capital and dependent in large
measure upon the continuation of the war. It was therefore obvious when
the act was passed that much property—such as plants, buildings, machinery
and equipment valuable for war work—had been at once greatly reduced in
value by the signing of the armistice. It was also evident that business
profitable because of the war would, in many instances, be conducted, if at
all, during the following year at a loss. Congress apparently felt that persons
and corporations so situated should be given some relief. Accordingly, sec
tion 204(b) is as follows:
“If for any taxable year beginning October 31, 1918, and ending prior to
January 1, 1920, it appears upon the production of evidence satisfactory to
the commissioner that any taxpayer has sustained a net loss, the amount of
such net loss shall, under regulations prescribed by the commissioner, with
the approval of the secretary, be deducted from the net income of the tax
payer for the preceding taxable year; and the taxes imposed by this title and
Title III for such preceding taxable year shall be redetermined accordingly."
Net loss as used in this provision is defined in section 204(a) to be only
“net losses resulting from either (1) the operation of any business regularly
carried on by the taxpayer, or (2) the bona fide sale by the taxpayer of
plant, buildings, machinery, equipment, or other facilities, constructed, in
stalled, or acquired by the taxpayer on or after April 6, 1917, for the pro
duction of articles contributing to the prosecution of the present war.” It
will be seen that this relief was not extended to all corporations which had
been assessed for taxes during the year 1918, but is limited to those whose
fiscal or tax year began after October 31, 1918. Apparently, so far as this
provision was concerned, congress decided to leave without relief those
individuals and corporations whose taxes for 1918 had been assessed upon
the basis of a tax year ending prior to the date mentioned—that is, prior
to the month in which the armistice was signed. The fiscal or tax year of
the A company ended September 30, 1918. It clearly, therefore, did not come
within the terms of section 204, and the question is whether it can now be
permitted to bring itself within the terms of that section by changing its
accounting period or tax year.
Section 212 of the act of 1918, applying to individuals, but made applicable
to corporations by section 232, provides:
“(b) The net income shall be computed upon the basis of the tax
payer’s annual accounting period (fiscal year or calendar year, as the case
may be) in accordance with the method of accounting regularly employed in
keeping the books of such taxpayer; but if no such method of accounting
has been so employed, or if the method employed does not clearly reflect
the income, the computation shall be made upon such basis and in such
manner as in the opinion of the commissioner does clearly reflect the income.
If the taxpayer’s annual accounting period is other than a fiscal year, as
defined in section 200, or if the taxpayer has no annual accounting period or
does not keep books, the net income shall be computed on the basis of the
calendar year.
“If a taxpayer changes his accounting period from fiscal year to calendar
year, from calendar year to fiscal year, or from one fiscal year to another,
the net income shall, with the approval of the commissioner, be computed
on the basis of such new accounting period, subject to the provisions of
section 226.”
This clearly expresses the purpose that if there is in the conduct of a
business a regular accounting period the tax shall be computed for that period
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and in accordance with the method of accounting regularly employed in keep
ing the books of the taxpayer, provided that method of bookkeeping clearly
reflects the income. If the income is not thus clearly reflected, the commis
sioner is given authority to compute the tax in such manner as will clearly
reflect the income. I am of opinion, however, that whether the regular method
of keeping the books or some other method of computation is made the basis
it is compulsory that the taxes be computed for the taxpayer’s regular ac
counting period.
The A company’s regular accounting period ended September 30, 1918.
The assessment against it was made for a period of twelve months ending
on that date, and was presumably based upon the method of accounting
regularly employed by the company in keeping its books. The act of 1918
was not passed until some months after this date. The accounting period
for which the tax liability had accrued, and the method of accounting during
that period were accomplished facts which, in the very nature of things,
could not thereafter be changed. Congress, of course, might have authorized
a change and directed a recomputation of the taxes, but it did not do so.
On the contrary, I think it clear that by limiting the relief granted by section
204 to taxpayers whose tax year should begin after October 31, 1918, it un
equivocally expressed the intent that no taxpayer whose tax year for 1919
began prior to that date should take any benefit under section 204. To permit
now, therefore, a change in the accounting period for 1918 of this_company
would be to bring it within the terms of section 204 in the face of the ex
pressed intent of congress that the section should not apply to it. I am of
the opinion that the commissioner is without power to permit the change of
the accounting period as requested by the company.
Section 204, however, does not contain all the relief which congress
thought should be given on account of losses resulting from the armistice.
Section 234 (14) is as follows:
“(a) At the time of filing return for the taxable year 1918 a taxpayer
may file a claim in abatement based on the fact that he has sustained a sub
stantial loss (whether or not actually realized by sale or other disposition)
resulting from any material reduction (not due to temporary fluctuation) of
the value of the inventory for such taxable year, or from the actual payment
after the close of such taxable year of rebates in pursuance of contracts
entered into during such year upon sales made during such year. * * *
(b) If no such claim is filed, but it is shown to the satisfaction of the com
missioner that during the taxable year 1919 the taxpayer has sustained a
substantial loss of the character above described, then the amount of such
loss shall be deducted from the net income for the taxable year 1918, and
the taxes imposed by this title and by title III for such year shall be re
determined accordingly.”
This section, unlike section 204, applies to all corporations paying taxes
for the year 1918. In the scope of the relief granted, however, it is narrower
than that section. It permits a deduction from the net income shown for
the year 1918 not of all losses sustain 1 during the year 1919, but only such
as result either from (1) a material reduction of the value of the inventory
for the tax year 1918, or (2) from the actual payment after the close of the
tax year 1918 of rebates in pursuance of contracts entered into during that
year upon sales made during that year. On September 30, 1918, none of
the X material on account of which losses were subsequently sustained had
been delivered to the company, and hence none was included in the inventory
on which the assessment for 1918 was made. The company did not at that
time own this X material, and presumably much of it had not even been
produced. The company did not own it but only had a contract for its pur
chase. It could not, therefore, have properly been included in an inventory
of the company’s property as of that date. It is not, as I understand, insisted
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that if subsection 14(a) stood alone, the loss on this X material could be
allowed as a reduction of the value of the inventory for 1918, but it is in
sisted that subsection 14(b) is broader in its scope, and that the expression
therein “loss of the character above described” includes such a loss as that
sustained on this X material. I am unable to agree with this insistence.
Subsection 14(a) specifically describes the losses for which deductions may
be made, and when (b) of the same subsection speaks of a “loss of the
character above described,” I do not think the language can be construed
to include anything which is not included in (a). This view seems to me
unavoidable when it is remembered that (a) provides for a claim in abate
ment to be made at the time of the filing of a return for 1918, that the act
was not passed until February, 1919, after the time of many taxpayers for
filing a return for 1918 had expired and after it was impossible for such
taxpayers to file a claim in abatement at the time of filing their return. The
provision in (b) was obviously for the benefit of taxpayers who had filed
their returns before the act was passed, or who thereafter for any reason
failed to file a claim in abatement at the time of filing returns. The two
provisions manifestly apply to exactly the same losses, and these are spe
cifically described in (a). The loss for which a deduction is now claimed
does not consist of a reduction in the value of the inventory upon which the
taxes for 1918 were assessed, and I am constrained to the opinion that it does
not come within the terms of section 234 (14).
Answering the questions submitted specifically, I advise:
First: The statute does not authorize the commission to approve a
change by this company at this time in its accounting records for the fiscal
year ending September 30, 1918, so that its accounting period for 1918 will
be changed to a calendar-year basis.
Second. The answer to question 1 is conclusive of this company’s right
to now change its accounting period for 1918, and a specific answer to
question 2, which would involve a more extended examination of the regula
tions referred to, would therefore seem to be unnecessary.
Third. The statute does not authorize a deduction by this company under
section 234, subcivision 14, by treating the loss on the X material contracts
as a loss which is of the character of an inventory loss.
Supreme court decisions are always edifying, and the one embodying
treasury decision No. 3045 is especially so, even though voluminous.
It seems that if one deducts a dividend from the amount of his annual life
insurance premium and remits to his insurance company the net amount, the
company need not include the dividend as taxable income, but if one remits
the total amount of the premium and the company then remits to him the
amount of the dividend, the company must include the amount of the dividend
as taxable income.
This fact, together with many others of interest with reference to mutual
life insurance companies, will be found in the following decision, and we
recommend a careful reading of the opinion of the United States supreme
court delivered by Justice Brandeis.
This opinion was rendered upon an action brought under the law of
October 3, 1913:
(T. D. 3046, July 19, 1920)

Income tax—Act, October 3, 1913—Decision of supreme court

1.

Excess in Premium
It is of the essence of mutual insurance that the excess in the pre
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mium over the actual cost as later ascertained shall be returned to the
policyholder.

2.

Premium Receipts Excluded from Gross Income.
Section II G (b) of the act of October 3, 1913, excludes from
gross income those premium receipts which are actually or in effect
paid by applying dividends.

3.

Basis of Exclusion.
The congress used the words “shall not include” as applied to the
annually ascertained over-payments of premium paid back or credited
to the policyholder, because it eliminated them from the aggregate of
taxable premiums as being the equivalent of abatement of premiums.

4.

Object of the Noninclusion Clause.
The noninclusion clause in the act of October 3, 1913, was framed
to define what amounts involved in dividends should be “nonincluded”
or deducted, and thus to prevent any controversy arising over the
questions which had been raised under the act of 1909. (See
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. v. Herold, 198 Fed., 199.)

5.

Receipts of Net Premiums the Basis of Taxation.
Congress has acted with entire consistency in laying down the rule
by which in computing gross earnings certain amounts only are
excluded. The principle applied is that of basing the taxation on
receipts of net premiums, instead of on gross premiums. The amount
equal to the aggregate of certain dividends is excluded, although
they are dividends, because by reason of their application the net
premium receipts of the tax year are to that extent less.

6.

Fraternal Life Insurance.
Fraternal life insurance has been exempted from all income taxa
tion because, as originally devised, it had in it only the element of
protection. The premiums paid by the member were supposed to be
sufficient, and only sufficient, to pay the losses which fell within the
current year.

7.

Source of Dividend.
The dividend of a life insurance company is made possible be
cause the amounts paid in as premium have earned more than it was
assumed that they would when the policy contract was made, or
because the expense of conducting the business was less than it was
then assumed it would be, or because the mortality—that is, the
deaths in the class to which the policyholder belongs—proved to be
less than had then been assumed in fixing the premium rate.

8.

Paid-up Policies.
After a policy is paid up the element of investment predominates,
and congress might reasonably regard the dividends substantially as
profit on the investment.

9.

Deferred Dividend Policy.
In the case of a deferred dividend policy the dividend represents
in part what clearly could not be regarded as a repayment of excess
premium of the policyholder receiving the dividend, for the “share of
the forfeiture” which he receives is the share of the redundancy in
premium of other policyholders who did not persist in premium pay
ments to the end of the contract period.
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10.

Fraternal Beneficiary Societies.
Congress exempted certain co-operative enterprises from all in
come taxation, but, with the exception of fraternal beneficiary
societies, it imposed in express terms such taxation upon “every in
surance company.”

11.

Participating Policies Issued by Stock Life Insurance Companies.
The participating policies commonly issued by stock life insurance
companies are, both in rights conferred and in financial results, sub
stantially the same as the policies issued by purely mutual life in
surance companies.

12. Legislative History as an Aid to Construction.
The legislative history of an act may, when the meaning of the
words used is doubtful, be resorted to as an aid to construction; but
no aid can possibly be derived from legislative history of another
act passed nearly six years after the one in question.
13. Judgment Affirmed.
The judgment of the circuit court of appeals is affirmed.
The appended decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in
the case of the Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company v. Ephraim Lederer,
collector of internal revenue, is published for the information of internal
revenue officers and others concerned.

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES.
OCTOBER TERM, 1919

No. 499.

The Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company, petitioner v. Ephraim Lederer,
collector of internal revenue

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for
the Third Circuit
[April 19, 1920]

Mr. Justice Brandeis delivered the opinion of the court:
The Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company, a purely mutual legal reserve
company which issues level-premium insurance, brought this action in the
district court of the United States for the eastern district of Pennsylvania
to recover $6,865.03, which was assessed and collected as an income tax of
1 per cent upon the sum of $686,503, alleged to have been wrongly included
as a part of its gross income, and hence also of its net income, for the period
from March 1, 1913, to December 31, 1913. The latter sum equals the aggre
gate of the amounts paid during that period by the company to its policyholders in cash dividends which were not used by them during that period
in payment of premiums. The several amounts making up this aggregate
represent mainly a part of the so-called redundancy in premiums paid by the
respective policyholders in some previous year or years. They are, in a sense,
a repayment of that part of the premium previously paid, which experience
has proved was in excess of the amount which had been assumed would be
required to meet the policy obligations (ordinarily termed losses) or the
legal reserve and the expense of conducting the business.1 The district court
allowed recovery of the full amount with interest. (247 Fed., 559.) The
circuit court of appeals for the third circuit, holding that nothing was re
1 The manner in which mutual level-premium life insurance companies conduct their
business and the nature and application of dividends are fully set forth in Mutual
Benefit Life Ins. Co. v. Herold (198 Fed., 199); Connecticut General Life Ins. Co. v.
Eaton (218 Fed., 188); Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Eaton (218 Fed., 206).
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coverable except a single small item, reversed the judgment and awarded a
new trial. (258 Fed., 81.) A writ of certiorari from this court was then
allowed. (250 U. S., 656.)
Whether the plaintiff is entitled to recover depends wholly upon the con
struction to be given certain provisions in section II G (b) of the revenue
act of October 3, 1913, c. 16 (38 Stat, 114, 172, 173). The act enumerates
among the corporations upon which the income tax is imposed, “every in
surance company” “other than fraternal beneficiary societies, orders or asso
ciations operating under the lodge system or for the exclusive benefit of the
members of a fraternity itself operating under a lodge system.” It provides
(G (b) pp. 172-174) how the net income of insurance companies shall be
ascertained for purposes of taxation, prescribing what shall be included to
determine the gross income of any year, and also specifically what deductions
from the ascertained gross income shall be made in order to determine the
net income upon which the tax is assessed. Premium receipts are a part of
the gross income to be accounted for.
In applying to insurance companies the system of income taxation in which
the assessable net income is to be ascertained by making enumerated deduc
tions from the gross income (including premium receipts), congress naturally
provided how, in making the computation,2 repayment of the redundancy in
the premium should be dealt with. In a mutual company, whatever the field
of its operation, the premium exacted is necessarily greater than the expected
cost of the insurance, as the redundancy in the premium furnishes the
guaranty fund out of which extraordinary losses may be met, while in a stock
company they may be met from the capital stock subscribed. It is of the
essence of mutual insurance that the excess in the premium over the actual
cost as later ascertained shall be returned to the policyholder. Some payment
to the policyholder representing such excess is ordinarily made by every
mutual company every year; but the so-called repayment or dividend is rarely
made within the calendar year in which the premium (of which it is sup
posed to be the unused surplus) was paid. Congress treated the so-called
repayments or dividends in this way (p. 173) :
(a) Mutual fire companies “shall not return as income any portion of
the premium deposits returned to their policyholders.”
(b) Mutual marine companies “shall be entitled to include in deductions
from gross income amounts repaid to policyholders on account of premiums
previously paid by them and interest paid upon such amounts between the
ascertainment thereof and the payment thereof.”
(c) Life insurance companies—that is, both stock and strictly mutual—
“shall not include as income in any year such portion of any actual premium
received from any individual policyholder as shall have been paid back or
credited to such individual policyholder, or treated as an abatement of pre
mium of such individual policyholder, within such year.”
(d) For all insurance companies, whatever their field of operation, and
whether stock or mutual, the act provides that there be deducted from gross
income “the net addition, if any, required by law to be made within the year
to reserve funds and the sums other than dividends paid within the year on
policy and annuity contracts.”
The government contends, in substance, for the rule that in figuring the
gross income of life insurance companies there shall be taken the aggregate
2 The percentage of the redundancy to the premium varies from year to year greatly
in the several fields of insurance, and likewise in the same year in the several companies
in the same field. Where the margin between the probable losses and those reasonably
possible is very large, the return premiums rise often to 90 per cent or more of the
premium paid. This is true of the manufacturers’ mutual fire insurance companies of
New England. See Report Massachusetts Insurance Commissioner (1913), Vol. I, p. 16.
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of the year’s net premium receipts made up separately for each policyholder.3
The Penn Mutual Company contends for the rule that in figuring the gross
income there shall be taken the aggregate full premiums received by the
company less the aggregate of all dividends paid by it to any policyholder by
credit upon a premium or by abatement of a premium, and also of all divi
dends whatsoever paid to any policyholder in cash whether applied in pay
ment of a premium or not. The noninclusion clause (c) above excludes from
gross income those premium receipts which were actually or in effect paid
by applying dividends. The company seeks to graft upon the clause so re
stricted a provision for what it calls nonincluding, but which, in fact, is
deducting all cash dividends not so applied. In support of this contention the
company relies mainly, not upon the words of the statute, but upon arguments
which it bases upon the nature of mutual insurance, upon the supposed
analogy of the rules prescribed in the statute for mutual fire and marine
companies, and upon the alleged requirements of consistency:
First. The reason for the particular provision made by congress seems
to be clear: dividends may be made, and by many of the companies have
been made largely by way of abating or reducing the amount of the renewal
premium.4 Where the dividend is so made the actual premium receipt of the
year is obviously only the reduced amount. But, as a matter of bookkeeping,
the premium is entered at the full rate and the abatement—that is, the
amount by which it was reduced—is entered as a credit. The financial result
both to the company and to the policyholders is, however, exactly the same
whether the renewal premium is reduced by a dividend or whether the renewal
premium remains unchanged, but is paid in part either by a credit or by cash
received as a dividend. And the entries in bookkeeping would be substan
tially the same, because the several ways of paying a dividend are, as
between the company and the policyholder, financial equivalents. Congress
doubtless concluded to make the incidence the same also as respects income
taxation. Where the dividend was used to abate or reduce the full or gross
premium, the direction to eliminate from the apparent premium receipts is
aptly expressed by the phrase “shall not include” used in clause (c) above.
Where the premium was left unchanged, but was paid in part by a credit or
cash derived from the dividend, the instruction would be more properly ex
pressed by a direction to deduct those credits. Congress doubtless used the
words “shall not include” as applied also to these credits, because it eliminated
them from the aggregate of taxable premiums as being the equivalent of
abatement of premiums.
That such was the intention of congress is confirmed by the history of the
noninclusion clause (c) above. The provision in the revenue act of 1913 for
taxing the income of insurance companies is in large part identical with the
provision for the special excise tax upon them imposed by the act of August
5, 1909, chapter 6, section 38, 36 Statutes, 112. By the latter act the net in
come of insurance companies was also to be ascertained by deducting from
gross income “sums other than dividends paid within the year on policy and
renewal contracts,” but there was in that act no noninclusion clause whatso
3 A separate account is kept by the company with each policyholder. In that
account there are entered each year the charges of the premiums payable and all credits,
either for cash payments or by way of credit of dividends or by way of abatement of
premium.
4 The dividend provision of the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. involved in the
Herold case, supra (198 Fed., 199, 204), was in part: “After this policy shall have been
in force one year, each year’s premium subsequently paid shall be subject to reduction
by such dividends as may be apportioned by the directors.’’ The dividend provision in
some of the participating policies involved in the Connecticut General Life Insurance
Co. case, supra (218 Fed., 188, 192), was: “Reduction of premiums as determined by
the company will be made annually beginning at the second year, or the insured may
pay the full premium and instruct the company to apply the amount of the reduction
apportioned to him in any one of the following plans:” (Then follow four plans.)
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ever. The question arose whether the provision in the act of 1913, identical
with (c) above, prevented using in the computation the reduced renewal pre
miums instead of the full premiums, where the reduction in the premium had
been effected by means of dividends. In Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Com
pany v. Herold (198 Fed., 199), decided July 29, 1912, it was held that the
renewal premium as reduced by such dividends should be used in computing
the gross premium; and it was said (p. 212) that dividends so applied in
reduction of renewal premiums “should not be confused with dividends de
clared in the case of a full-paid participating policy wherein the policyholder
has no further premium payments to make. Such payments having been duly
met, the policy has become at once a contract of insurance and of investment.
The holder participates in the profits and income of the invested funds of the
company.” On writ of error sued out by the government the judgment
entered in the district court was affirmed by the circuit court of appeals
on January 27, 1913 (201 Fed., 918) ; but that court stated that it refrained
from expressing any opinion concerning dividends on full-paid policies,
saying that it did so “not because we wish to suggest disapproval, but merely
because no opinion about these matters is called for now, as they do not seem
to be directly involved.” The noninclusion clause in the revenue act of 1913
(c) above was doubtless framed to define what amounts involved in divi
dends should be “nonincluded” or deducted, and thus to prevent any con
troversy arising over the questions which had been raised under the act of
1909.5 The petition for writ of certiorari applied for by the government was
not denied by this court until December 15, 1913 (231 U. S., 755)—that is,
after the passage of the act.
Second. It is argued that the nature of life insurance dividends is the
same, whatever the disposition made of them, and that congress could not
have intended to relieve the companies from taxation to the extent that
dividends are applied in payment of premiums and to tax them to the extent
that dividends are not so applied. If congress is to be assumed to have in
tended, in obedience to the demands of consistency, that all dividends declared
under life insurance policies should be treated alike in connection with income
taxation regardless of their disposition, the rule of consistency would require
deductions more far-reaching than those now claimed by the company. Why
allow so-called noninclusion of amounts equal to the dividends paid in cash
but not applied in reduction of renewal premium and disallow so-called non
inclusion of amounts equal to the dividends paid by a credit representing
amounts retained by the company for accumulation or to be otherwise used
for the policyholders’ benefit ? The fact is, that congress has acted with entire
consistency in laying down the rule by which in computing gross earnings
certain amounts only are excluded; but the company has failed to recognize
what the principle is which congress has consistently applied. The principle
applied is that of basing the taxation on receipts of net premiums instead
of on gross premiums. The amount equal to the aggregate of certain divi
dends is excluded, although they are dividends, because by reason of their
application the net premium receipts of the tax year are to that extent less.
There is a striking difference between an aggregate of individual premiums,
each reduced by means of dividends, and an aggregate of full premiums, from
which it is sought to deduct amounts paid out by the company which have no
relation whatever to premiums received within the tax year but which relate
to some other premiums which may have been received many years earlier.
The difference between the two cases is such as may well have seemed to
congress sufficient to justify the application of different rules of taxation.
There is also a further significance. All life insurance has in it the
5 Substantially the same questions were involved also in Connecticut General Life
Ins. Co. v. Eaton (218 Fed., 188), and Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Eaton (218
Fed., 206), in which decisions were not, however, reached until the following year.
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element of protection. That afforded by fraternal beneficiary societies, as
originally devised, had in it only the element of protection. There the pre
miums paid by the member were supposed to be sufficient, and only sufficient,
to pay the losses which will fall during the current year, just as premiums in
fire, marine or casualty insurance are supposed to cover only the losses of the
year or other term for which the insurance is written. Fraternal life in
surance has been exempted from all income taxation, congress having dif
ferentiated these societies, in this respect as it had in others, from ordinary
life insurance companies. Compare Royal Arcanum Supreme Council v.
Behrend (247 U. S., 394). But in level-premium life insurance, while the
motive for taking it may be mainly protection, the business is largely that of
savings investment. The premium is in the nature of a savings deposit.
Except where there are stockholders, the savings bank pays back to the de
positor his deposit with the interest earned less the necessary expense of man
agement. The insurance company does the same, the difference being merely
that the savings bank undertakes to repay to each individual depositor the
whole of his deposit with interest, while the life insurance company under
takes to pay to each member of a class the average amount (regarding the
chances of life and death) ; so that those who do not reach the average age
get more than they have deposited—that is, paid in premiums (including in
terest)—and those who exceed the average age less than they deposited
(including interest). The dividend of a life insurance company may be re
garded as paying back part of these deposits called premiums. The dividend
is made possible because the amounts paid in as premium have earned more
than it was assumed they would when the policy contract was made, or be
cause the expense of conducting the business was less than it was then
assumed it would be, or because the mortality—that is, the deaths in the class
to which the policyholder belongs—proved to be less than had been assumed
in fixing the premium rate. When for any or all of these reasons the net cost
of the investment—that is, the right to receive at death or at the endowment
date the agreed sum—has proved to be less than that for which provision was
made, the difference may be regarded either as profit on the investment or as
a saving in the expense of the protection. When the dividend is applied in
reduction of the renewal premium, congress might well regard the element
of protection as predominant and treat the reduction of the premium paid
by means of a dividend as merely a lessening of the expense of protection.
But after the policy is paid up the element of investment predominates, and
congress might reasonably regard the dividend substantially as profit on the
investment.
The dividends, aggregating $686,503, which the Penn Mutual Company
insists should have been “nonincluded,” or more properly deducted, from the
gross income, were in part dividends on the ordinary limited-payment life
policies which had been paid up. There are others which arose under policy
contracts in which the investment feature is more striking; for instance, the
accelerative endowment policy or such special form of contract as the 25-year
“6 per cent investment bond,” matured and paid March, 1913, on which the
policyholder received, besides dividends, interest and a “share of forfeitures.”
In the latter, as in “deferred dividend” and other semi-tontine policies, the
dividend represents in part what clearly could not be regarded as a repayment
of excess premium of the policyholder receiving the dividend. For the “share
of the forfeiture” which he receives is the share of the redundancy in pre
mium of other policyholders who did not persist in premium payments to the
end of the contract period.
Third. The noninclusion clause here in question (c) above, is found in
section II G (b) in juxtaposition to the provisions concerning mutual fire and
mutual marine companies, clauses (a) and (b) above. The fact that in three
separate clauses three different rules are prescribed by congress for the treat
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ment of redundant premiums in the three classes of insurance would seem to
be conclusive evidence that congress acted with deliberation and intended to
differentiate between them in respect to income taxation. But the company,
ignoring the differences in the provisions concerning fire and marine com
panies, respectively, insists that mutual life insurance rests upon the same
principles as mutual fire and marine, and that as the clauses concerning fire
and marine companies provide specifically for noninclusion in or deduction
from gross income of all portions of premiums returned, congress must have
intended to apply the same rule to all. Neither premise nor conclusion is
sound.
Mutual fire, mutual marine, and mutual life insurance companies are
analogous, in that each performs the service called insuring wholly for the
benefit of their policyholders, and not like stock insurance companies, in part
for the benefit of persons who, as stockholders, have provided working capital
on which they expect to receive dividends representing profits from their
investment. In other words, these mutual companies are alike in that they
are co-operative enterprises. But in respect to the service performed, fire and
marine companies differ fundamentally, as above pointed out, from legal
reserve life companies. The thing for which a fire or marine insurance pre
mium is paid is protection, which ceases at the end of the term. If, after the
end of the term, a part of the premium is returned to the policyholder, it is
not returned as something purchased with the premium, but as a part of the
premium which was not required to pay for the protection—that is, the
expense was less than estimated. On the other hand, the service performed
in level-premium life insurance is both protection and investment. Premiums
paid—not in the tax year, but perhaps a generation earlier—have earned so
much for the co-operators that the company is able to pay to each not only
the agreed amount but also additional sums called dividends; and have earned
these additional sums in part at least by transactions not among the mem
bers, but with others, as by lending the money of the co-operators to third
persons who pay a larger rate of interest than it was assumed would be
received on investments. The fact that the investment resulting in accumula
tion or dividend is made by a co-operative as distinguished from a capitalistic
concern does not prevent the amount thereof being properly deemed a profit
on the investment. Nor does the fact that the profit was earned by a co
operative concern afford basis for the argument that congress did not intend
to tax the profit. Congress exempted certain co-operative enterprises from all
income taxation, among others mutual savings banks; but with the exception
of fraternal beneficiary societies it imposed in express terms such taxation
upon “every insurance company.”6
The purpose of congress to differentiate between mutual fire and marine
insurance companies on the one hand and life insurance companies on the
other is further manifested by this: The provision concerning return pre
miums in computation of the gross income of fire and marine insurance com
panies is limited in terms to mutual companies, whereas the noninclusion
clause (c) above, relating to life insurance companies, applies whether the
company be a stock or a mutual one. There is good reason to believe that
the failure to differentiate between stock and mutual life insurance com
panies was not inadvertent. For while there is a radical difference between
stock fire and marine companies and mutual fire and marine companies, both
in respect to the conduct of the business and in the results to policyholders,
the participating policy commonly issued by the stock life insurance company
is, both in rights conferred and in financial results, substantially the same
6 The alleged unwisdom and injustice of taxing mutual life insurance companies
while mutual savings banks were exempted had been strongly pressed upon congress.
Briefs and statements filed with senate committee on finance on H. R. 3321, sixty-third
congress, first session, vol. 3, pp. 1955-2094.
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as the policy issued by a purely mutual life insurance company. The real
difference between the two classes of life companies as now conducted lies
in the legal right of electing directors and officers. In the stock company
stockholders have that right; in the mutual companies, the policyholders, who
are the members of the corporation.
The Penn Mutual Company, seeking to draw support for its argument
from legislation subsequent to the revenue act of 1913, points also to the fact
that by the act of September 8, 1916, chapter 463, section 12, subsection
second, subdivision c (39 Stat., 756, 768), the rule for computing gross income
there provided for mutual fire insurance companies was made applicable to
mutual employers’ liability, mutual workmen’s compensation, and mutual
casualty insurance companies. It asserts that thereby congress has mani
fested a settled policy to treat the taxable income of mutual concerns as not
including premium refunds; and that if mutual life insurance companies are
not permitted to “exclude” them, these companies will be the only mutual
concerns which are thus discriminated against. Casualty insurance in its
various forms, like fire and marine insurance, provides only protection, and
the premium is wholly an expense. If such later legislation could be con
sidered in construing the act of 1913, the conclusion to be drawn from it
would be clearly the opposite of that urged. The latter act would tend to
show that congress persists in its determination to differentiate between life
and other forms of insurance.
Fourth. It is urged that in order to sustain the interpretation given to
the noninclusion clause by the circuit court of appeals (which was, in effect,
the interpretation set forth above), it is necessary to interpolate in the clause
the words “within such year,” as shown in italics in brackets, thus:
And life insurance companies shall not include as income in any year
such portion of any actual premiums received from any individual policyholder [within such year] as shall have been paid back or credited to such
individual policyholder, or treated as an abatement of premium of such
individual policyholder, within such year.
What has been said above shows that no such interpolation is necessary
to sustain the construction given by the circuit court of appeals. That court
did not hold that the permitted noninclusion from the year’s gross income is
limited to that portion of the premium received within the year, which by
reason of a dividend is paid back within the same year. What the court
held was that the noninclusion is limited to that portion of the premium
which, although entered on the books as received, was not actually received
within the year, because the full premium was by means of the dividend either
reduced or otherwise wiped out to that extent. Nor does the government
contend that any portion of a premium not received within the tax year shall
be included in computing the year’s gross income. On the other hand, what
the company is seeking is not to have “nonincluded” a part of the premiums
which were actually received within the year or which appear as matter of
bookkeeping to have been received but actually were not. It is seeking to
have the aggregate of premiums actually received within the year reduced
by an amount which the company paid out within the year, and which it paid
out mainly on account of premiums received long before the tax year. What
it seeks is not a noninclusion of amounts paid in—but a deduction of amounts
paid out.
If the terms of the noninclusion clause (c) above, standing alone, per
mitted of a doubt as to its proper construction, the doubt would disappear
when it is read in connection with the deduction clause (d) above. The
deduction there prescribed is of “the sums other than dividends paid within
the year on policy and annuity contracts.” This is tantamount to a direction
that dividends shall not be deducted. It was argued that the dividends there
referred to are “commercial” dividends like those upon capital stock, and
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that those here involved are dividends of a different character. But the
dividends which the deduction clause says in effect shall not be deducted are
the very dividends here in question—that is, dividends “on policy and annuity
contracts.” None such may be deducted by any insurance company except
as expressly provided for in the act in clauses quoted above (a), (b) and
(c)—that is, clauses (a), (b) and (c) are in effect exceptions to the
general exclusion of dividends from the permissible deductions as prescribed
in clause (d) above.
In support of the company’s contention that the interpolation of the
words “within the year” is necessary in order to support the construction
given to the act by the circuit court of appeals we are asked to consider the
legislative history of the revenue act of 1918 (enacted Feb. 24, 1919, c. 18, 40
Stat., 1057) ; and specifically to the fact that in the bill as introduced in and
passed by the house the corresponding section, 233 (a), contained the words
“within the taxable year,” and that these words were stricken out by the
conference committee (report No. 1037, sixty-fifth congress, third session).
The legislative history of an act may, where the meaning of the words used
is doubtful, be resorted to as an aid to construction. (Caminetti v. United
States, 242 U. S., 470, 490.) But no aid could possibly be derived from the
legislative history of another act passed nearly six years after the one in
question. Further answer to the argument based on the legislative history
of the later act would therefore be inappropriate.
We find no error in the judgment of the circuit court of appeals. It is
affirmed.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE EXAMINATION, MAY, 1920
In regard to the following attempt to present the correct solutions to the
questions asked in the examination held by the American Institute of
Accountants in May, 1920, the reader is cautioned against accepting the solu
tions as official. They have not been seen by the examiners, still less en
dorsed by them.

ACCOUNTING THEORY AND PRACTICE—PART I (Continued)

Question No. 8:
In preparation of consolidated returns under the federal income-tax law,
on what basis would you apportion the tax among the several corporations ?
Answer to Question No. 8:
The law states: “In any case in which a tax is assessed upon the basis
of a consolidated return, the total tax shall be computed in the first instance
as a unit, and shall then be assessed upon the respective affiliated corporations
in such proportions as may be agreed upon among them, or, in the absence
of any such agreement, then on the basis of the net income properly assign
able to each.”
As a public accountant preparing consolidated returns, I would have to
be bound by the agreement of the companies or by the law. If, in making
an agreement, the related companies asked my advice, I would point out
that the net income assignable to each company would rarely be an equitable
basis. The income and excess profits taxes are not based on net income alone
but on the income and the ratio of income to invested capital. Where a
saving is effected by filing consolidated returns, the saving is caused by the
fact that one company’s invested capital is so large in proportion to its
profits that its tax liability does not extend into the upper bracket. By
consolidating the returns, this company shares this advantage with its
related companies. But if the tax is apportioned on the basis of net income
it might easily happen that the company which furnishes the source of the
tax saving would be apportioned a larger tax under the consolidated return
than it would have been assessed under a separate return.
In most cases the fairest apportionment would be on the basis of the
taxes which would be assessed against the related companies under separate
returns. Thus if company A would have to pay $3,000 under a separate
return and company B $7,000, the tax under the consolidated return could be
fairly apportioned in the proportions of 3/10 and 7/10. The separate re
turns establish the relative tax liability, and it would seem fair to share
the tax in this ratio.
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Actuarial Questions (Optional)
Question No. 9:
The maximum sum insured under the soldiers’ insurance with the gov
ernment is payable $57.50 a month for 20 years certain after death or dis
ability. How can the equivalent sum payable in cash be found? Give the
correct formula and explain why 12 X 57-50 X A20 differs from the equiva
lent cash sum.
Given A20 at 3½ = 14.21
Answer to Question No. 9:
The problem is indefinite as to whether the first monthly payment is due
immediately after death or disability or one month thereafter. This is
immaterial, however, if it is assumed that “the equivalent sum payable in
cash” is payable on the date when the first monthly payment would have
been made.
If the monthly payments were made they would constitute an annuity
due of 240 rents of $57.50 each, payable monthly. The formula 12 X
57.50 X A20 is not correct for two reasons.
In the first place, $14.21, the value of A20 at 3½ per cent, is the present
value of an ordinary annuity, while the annuity in question is an annuity
due. That is, $14.21 is the present value of an annuity the rents of which
are payable at the end of each period, while in this case the rents are payable
at the beginning of each period, since it is assumed that the equivalent cash
sum is payable on the date when the first monthly instalment would have
been due.
In the second place, the formula 12 X 57.50 X A20 is based on the as
sumption that twenty annual payments are to be made, each of which is
12 X 57.50, or $690. The facts are that 240 monthly payments of $57.50
each are to be made. The annual rate is therefore only nominal. The
effective rate is 3½ per cent divided by 12, or 7/24 per cent.
Therefore, instead of using A20 at 3½ per cent, or 14.21, it will be
necessary to use the present value of an annuity due of 240 rents at 7/24
per cent. The present value of an annuity due of 240 rents is computed by
finding the present value of an ordinary annuity of 239 rents and adding 1
rent. This could be represented by A239 + 1, the rate being 7/24 per cent.
The formula would be 57.50 X A239 + 1.

Question No. 10:
The 4¾ per cent Victory notes mature at par on May 20, 1923. If a
purchaser buys at $96.20 on May 20, 1920, calculate the approximate yield
per cent.
Given:
3%
A6 = 5.4264
5.4172
V6 = .8498
.8375
Answer to Question No. 10:
The approximate rate can be computed by determining what the price
would have been if the bond had been purchased at an effective rate of
2¾% per period of six months; also what the price would have been on a
basis of 3% per period. The difference between these prices caused by an
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increase of ¼% in the rate will serve as an approximate measure of the
excess of the effective rate over 2¾% when the purchase was made at $96.20.
Price on basis of 2)4% per 6 months:

Effective rate on par...................................................
Nominal rate on par ..................................................

2.75
2.375

Difference ..........................................................................
Multiply by present value of annuity at 2¾%............

.375
5.4624

Discount...........................................................................

2.0484

Par................................................................................
Discount.......................................................................

Price ................................................................................

100.00
2.05

97.95

Price on a basis of 3% per 6 months:
Effective rate on par....................................................
Nominal rate on par....................................................

3.00
2.375

Difference..........................................................................
.625
Multiply by present value of annuity at 3%............
5.4172
Discount...........................................................................

3.38575

Par ................................................................................
Discount .......................................................................

100.00
3-39

Price..............................................................................

96.61

At an effective rate of 2¾%, the price would be....
At an effective rate of 3%, the price would be.........

97.95
96.61

An increase of ¼% reduces the price.........................

1.34

Price on basis of 2¾% per period,............................
Price on unknown basis...............................................

97-95
96.20

Decrease in price..........................................................

1.75

Now, if a decrease of $1.34 in the price is caused by an increase of ¼%
in the rate, the decrease of $1.75 in the price is caused by an increase of
approximately 1.75/1.34 of ¼%, or .3265%.
Then 2.75%
.3265% = 3.0765%, the approximate rate per period; and
6.153% is the approximate rate per annum.
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Schedule of Amortisation
Date
May 20, 1920...................
November 20, 1920.........
May 20, 1921....................
November 20, 1921.........
May 20, 1922....................
November 20, 1922.........
May 20, 1923...................

........
........
.......
.......
........
.......

Discount
amortized

Coupon

Effective
income

2.38
2.37
2.38
2.37
2.38
2.37
——

2.96
2.98
3.00
3.02
3.04
3.06
————

.58
.61
.62
.65
.66
.69
-

14.25

18.06

3.81

Value
96.20
96.78
97.39
98.01
98.66
99.32
100.01

This schedule shows that the 3.0765% rate is an unusually close ap
proximation.

Question No. 11:
A company is issuing $100,000 of 4% 20-year bonds, which it wishes to
pay at maturity by means of a sinking fund, in which equal annual deposits
are to be made. The board of directors wishes to assume that this fund
will earn 5½% interest for the first five years, 5% for the next five years
and 4% for the last ten years. What is the annual deposit required ?

Given:
S5................ ...........
S10.................... ...........
(1 + i)5 ............... ...........
(1 + i)10............... ............

5½%
5.581
12.875
1.307
1.708

5%
5.526
12,578
1.276
1.629

4%
5.416
12.006
1.217
1.480

Answer to Question No. 11:

The problem states that the directors wish to assume that this fund will
earn 5½% interest for the first five years, 5% for the next five years and 4%
for the last ten years. It is doubtful whether the examiners intended this
statement to be interpreted literally. The fund will not earn 5½% interest
during the first five years unless the first deposit is made at the beginning of
the first year. This is net customary, and besides it would require a re
computation of various present values stated in the problem, converting them
from present values of ordinary annuities to present values of annuities due.
The problem will be solved first on the assumption that the deposits are
made at the end of each year, in which case the fund will earn 5½% in
terest during the second, third, fourth and fifth years, 5% during the next
five years, and 4% during the last ten years. It will then be solved on the
basis of a literal interpretation of the statement of prospective interest
earnings.
It is regrettable that the values stated in the problem are not carried to
six decimal places; the three-place numbers are not exact enough to permit
proving the correctness of the sinking fund contribution. In the solutions
which follow, the first column shows the results obtained by using the threeplace values stated in the problem; the second column shows the results
obtained by using six-place values.
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COMPUTATION ON ASSUMPTION THAT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FUND ARE MADE
AT THE END OF EACH YEAR

First five contributions:

(6-place)
(3-place)
Amount at end of first five years.................
5.581091
5.58i
Multiply by 1.055............................................
1.276281
1.276

Amount of first five contributions at end of 10th
year.................................................................
Multiply by 1.0410..................................................

7.121356
1.480

7.123040
1,480244

Amount of first five contributions at end of 20th
year ...............................................................

10.539607

10.543837

Next five contributions:
Amount at end of 10th year................................
Multiply by 1.0410..................................................

5.526
1.480

5.525631
1.480214

Amount of second five contributions at end of
20th year ........................................................

8.17848

8.179282

Next ten contributions:
Amount at end of 20th year................................

Summary:

12.006
—

12.006107

First five contributions amount to.......................
Next five contributions amount to.......................
Next ten contributions amount to......................

10.539607
8.17848
12.006

10.543837
8.179282
12.006107

Total...............................................................

30.724087

30.729226

Sinking fund contributions:
100,000 ÷ 30.724087 = .....................................
100,000 ÷ 30.729226 = .....................................

$3,254.78
$3,254.23

The following schedule of accumulation is prepared by way of proof,
although the applicant is not required and would probably not have time to
prepare it in the examination:
Accumulation of Fund

First year, contribution.............................................
Second year, interest at 5½%....................................
Contribution .......................................................

$3,254.78
179.01
3,254.78

$3,254.23
178.98
3,254.23

Total.............................................................

$6,688.57

$6,687.44

367.81
367.87
Third year, interest at 5½%.....................................
3,254.78
3,254.23
Contribution ........................................................

Total.............................................................
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Fourth year, interest at 5½%....................................
Contribution ........................................................

567.12
3,254.78

567.02
3,254.23

Total .............................................................

$14,133.12

$14,130.73

Fifth year, interest at 5½%......................................
Contribution .........................................................

777.32
3,254.78

777.19
3,254.23

Total .............................................................

$18,165.22

$18,162.15

Sixth year, interest at 5%.........................................
Contribution ........................................................

908.26
3,254.78

908.11
3,254.23

Total .............................................................

$22,328.26

$22,324.49

Seventh year, interest at 5%......................................
Contribution ........................................................

1,116.41
3,254.78

3,254.23

Total.............................................................

$26,699.45

$26,694.94

Eighth year, interest at 5%.......................................
Contribution ........................................................

1,334.97
3,254.78

1,334.75
3,254.23

Total.............................................................

$31,289.20

$31,283.92

Ninth year, interest at 5%.........................................
Contribution ........................................................

1,564.46
3,254.78

1,564.20
3,254.23

Total .............................................................

$36,108.44

$36,102.35

Tenth year, interest at 5%.........................................
Contribution ........................................................

1,805.42
1,254.78

1,805.12
3,254.23

Total .............................................................

$41,168.64

$41,161.70

Eleventh year, interest at 4%....................................
Contribution ........................................................

1,646.75
3,254.78

1,646.47
3,254.23

Total .............................................................

$46,070.17

$46,062.40

Twelfth year, interest at 4%.....................................
Contribution ........................................................

1,842.81
3,254.78

1,842.50
3,254.23

Total ............................................................

$51,167.76

$51,159.13

Thirteenth year, interest at 4%................................
Contribution ........................................................

2,046.71
3,254.78

2,046.37
3,254.23

1,116.22

Total.............................................................

$56,469.25

$56,459.73

Fourteenth year, interest at 4%................................
Contribution ........................................................

2,258.77
3,254.78

2,258.39
3,254.23

Total.............................................................

$61,982.80

$61,972.35
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Fifteenth year, interest at 4%.................................
Contribution ........................................................

2,479.31
3,254.78

2,478.89
3,254.23

Total .................................................. .........

$67,716.89

$67,70547

Sixteenth year, interest at 4%..................................
Contribution ........................................................

2,708.68
3,254.78

2,708.22
3,254.23

Total.............................................................

$73,680.35

$73,667.92

Seventeenth year, interest at 4%............................
Contribution ........................................................

2,947.21
3,254.78

2,946.72
3,254.23

Total.............................................................

$79,882.34

$79,868.87

Eighteenth year, interest at 4%................................
Contribution ........................................................

3,195.29
3,254.78

3,194.75
3,254.23

Total.............................................................

$86,332.41

$86,317.85

Nineteenth year, interest at 4%................................
Contribution ..........................

3,453.30
3,254.78

3,452.71
3,254.23

Total ............................................................

$93,040.49

$93,024.79

Twentieth year, interest at 4%................................
Contribution ........................................................

3,721.62
3,254.78

3,720.99
3,254.23

$100,016.89

$100,000.01

COMPUTATION ON

ASSUMPTION

THAT

CONTRIBUTIONS

ARE

MADE

AT THE

BEGINNING OF EACH YEAR

First five contributions:
(3-place)
Amount of ordinary annuity of 1 for 5 periods
at 5½% ..................................................
5.581
Multiply by............................................................
1.055

(6-place)
5.581091
1.055

Amount of annuity due of 1 for 5 periods
at 5½% ..................................................
Multiply by 1.055....................................................

5.887955
1.276

5.888051
1.276281

Amount of first five contributions at end of
10th year................................................
Multiply by 1.0410..................................................

7.513030
1.48

7.514808
1.480244

Amount of first five contributions at end of 20th
year ........................................................

11.119284

11.123750
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Next five contributions:

Amount of ordinary annuity of 1 for 5 periods
at 5%.......................................................
5.526
Multiply by ..........................................................
1.05

5.525631
1.05

Amount of annuity due of 1 for 5 periods at 5%
Multiply by 1.0410..................................................

5.801913
1.588247

5.8023
1.48

Amount of second five contributions at end of
20th year.................................................
8.587404

8.588247

Next ten contributions:

Amount of ordinary annuity of 1 for 10 periods
at 4%................................................................
Multiply by...........................................................

12.006
1.04

Amount of annuity due of 1 for 10 periods
at 4%........................................................
12.48624

12.006107
1.04

12.486351

Summary:

First five contributions amount to......................
Next five contributions amount to.......................
Next ten contributions amount to......................

11.119284
8.587404
12.48624

11.123750
8.588247
12.486351

Total ..............................................................

32.192928

32.198348

Sinking fund contribution:
100,000 ÷ 32.192928 =.....................................
$3,106.27
100.000 ÷ 32.198348 =..........................................................

$3,105.75

First year contribution..............................................
Interest at 5½....................................................
Second year contribution .........................................

$3,106.27
170.84
3,106.27

$3,105.75
170.82

Total at interest second year..............................
Interest at 5½%...................................................
Third year contribution.............................................

$6,383.38
351.09
3,106.27

$6,382.32
351.03
3,105.75

Total at interest third year................................
Interest at 5½%..................................................
Fourth year contribution...........................................

$3,106.27
541.24
3,106.27

$3,105.75
541.15
3,105.75

Total at interest fourth year............................
Interest at 5½%...................................................
Fifth year contribution...............................................

$13,488.25
741.85
3,106.27

$13,486.00
741.73
3,105.75

Total at interest fifth year..................................

$17,336.37

$17,333.48
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Interest at 5½%...................................................
Sixth year contribution.............................................

953.50
3,106.27

953-34
3,105.75

Total at interest sixth year................................
Interest at 5%......................................................
Seventh year contribution.........................................

$21,396.14
1,069.81
3,106.27

$21,392.57
1,069.63

Total at interest seventh year............................
Interest at 5%......................................................
Eighth year contribution............................................

$25,572.22
1,278.61
3,106.27

$25,567.95
1,278.40

Total at interest eighth year..............................
Interest at 5%......................................................
Ninth year contribution..............................................

$29,957.10
1,497.86
3,106.27

$29,952.10
1,497.61

Total at interest ninth year................................
Interest at 5%....................................................
Tenth year contribution.............................................

$34,561.23
1,728.06
3,106.27

$34,555.46
1,727.77
3,105.75

Total at interest tenth year................................
Interest at 5%......................................................
Eleventh year contribution.........................................

$39,395.56
1,969.78
3,106.27

$39,388.98
1,969.45
3,105.75

Total at interest eleventh year..........................
Interest at 4%......................................................
Twelfth year contribution.........................................

$44,471.61
1,778.86
3,106.27

$44,464.18
1,778.57
3,105.75

Total at interest twelfth year............................
Interest at 4%......................................................
Thirteenth year contribution....................................

$49,356.74
1,974.27
3,106.27

$49,348.50
1,973.94
3,105.75

Total at interest thirteenth year........................
Interest at 4%......................................................
Fourteenth year contribution....................................

$54,437.28
2,177.49
3,106.27

$54,428.19
2,177.13

Total at interest fourteenth year......................
Interest at 4%......................................................
Fifteenth year contribution.......................................

$59,721.04
2,388.84
3,106.27

$59,711.07
2,388.44
3,105.75

Total at interest fifteenth year..........................
Interest at 4%......................................................
Sixteenth year contribution.......................................

$65,216.15
2,608.65
3,106.27

$65,205.26
2,608.21
3,105.75

Total at interest sixteenth year.........................
Interest at 4%....................................................
Seventeenth year contribution....................................

$70,931.07
2,837.24
3,106.27

$70,919.22
2,836.77

Total at interest seventeenth year.....................

$76,874.58

$76,861.74
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Interest at 4%........................................... ..........
Eighteenth year contribution........................ ..........

3,074.98
3,106.27

3,074.47
3,105.75

Total at interest eighteenth year........... ..........
Interest at 4%........................................... ..........
Nineteenth year contribution........................ ..........

$83,055.83
3,322.23
3,106.27

$83,041.96
3,321.68
3,105.75

Total at interest nineteenth year........... ...........
Interest at 4%........................................... ..........
Twentieth year contribution.......................... ..........

89,484.33
3,579.37
3,106.27

$89,469.39
3,578.78
3,105.75

Total at interest twentieth year............. ..........
Interest at 4%........................................... ..........

$96,169.97
3,846.80

$96,153.92
3,846.16

Total ......................................................... ............ $100,016.77

$100,000.08

EXAMINATION IN ACCOUNTING THEORY AND PRACTICE.
PART II
Answer questions 1, 2, 3 and any three other questions.

Question No. 1:
From the following trial balance of the Sampson Company, December
31, 1919, after closing, prepare a statement of financial condition, such as
might be presented to bankers:

Debits
Prepaid insurance........... $
1,850.00
Plant property....... 350,000.00
Notes receivable..............
16,500.00
Finished goods......
47,800.00
Patents, trade-marks and
goodwill............
500,000.00
Prepaid interest................
525.00
Goods in process..............
53,75o.oo
Cash......................
52,425.00
Advances to salesmen....
750.00
Materials and supplies..
25,500.00
Treasury preferred stock
5,000.00
Customers............
145,900.00

Credits
Reserve for customers’
discounts ................. $ 13,500.00
Notes payable.................
35,000.00
Surplus—capital............. 240,000.00
Profit and loss................
243,650.00
Reserve for credit losses.
15,000.00
Accounts payable.............
62,000.00
Reserve for depreciation
of plant property....
85,000.00
Salaries and wages pay
able ..........................
2,350.00
Preferred stock
*
.............
100,000.00
Common stock†............... 400,000.00
Dividends payable...........
2,000.00
Accrued taxes payable...
1,500.00

Total debits........... .$1,200,000.00

Total credits......... . .$1,200,000.00

* 1,000 shares, par value $100 each, preferred as to assets and dividends.
† 80,000 shares of no par value, issued at a stated value of at least $5.00 a share.

Answer to Question No. 1:

The following balance-sheet is patterned after the form recommended in
the bulletin of the federal reserve board, Approved Methods for the Prepara
tion of Balance-sheet Statements:
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THE SAMPSON COMPANY
Balance-sheet, December 31, 1919

Assets
Current assets:
Cash ....................................
Notes and accounts receivable :
Notes receivable.............
Customers ......................

$52,425.00
$16,500.00
$145,900.00

$162,400.00
Total............................
Less reserve for credit
losses .......................... $15,000.00
Reserve for customers’
13,500.00
28,500.00
discounts .....................

Inventories:
Materials and supplies..
Goods in process.............
Finished goods...............

$25,500.00
53,750.00
47,800.00

133,900.00

127,050.00

Total quick assets..............
Advances to salesmen........

$313,375.oo
75o.oo

Total current assets.........
Fixed assets:
Plant property....................
Less reserve for depreci
ation ................................

$314,125.00

$350,000.00
85,000.00 265,000.00

Deferred charges:

$1,850.00
525.00

Prepaid insurance..............
Prepaid interest..................

Total assets ..........................

2,375.00

$581,500.00

Liabilities

Current liabilities:
Notes payable.....................
Accounts payable...............
Salaries and wages payable
Accrued taxes payable....
Dividends payable.............

$35,ooo.oo
62,000.00
2,350.00
1,500.00
2,000.00

Total current liabilities....

$102,850.00
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Net worth:
Preferred stock.................. $100,000.00
Less treasury stock pre
5,000.00 $95,000.00
ferred ..........................
Common stock, no par
400,000.00
value, 80,000 shares.....
Surplus—capital (probably
excess of selling price of
common stock over $5.00
240,000.00
per share)....................
243,650.00 978,650.00
Surplus—profit and loss...
Less patents, trade-marks
500,000.00 478,650.00
and goodwill................
$581,500.00

Total...................................

The bank is not interested in the preference rights of the preferred stock
holders, as the bank’s rights on a loan would be prior to the rights of pre
ferred stockholders.

Question No. 2:
The A. B. C. university presents a balance-sheet at December 31, 1919,
drawn up as follows:
Assets
General fund:

Cash—general fund....................
Unpaid tuitions ..........................
Accrued interest receivable.........
Unexpired insurance .................
Furniture and equipment...........

$ 4,395.63
2,348.42
5,764.08
1,587.96
59,853.18

Total general fund assets...

$73,949.28

Endowment funds:

Bonds and mortgages.................
Stocks and bonds....... ................
Real estate investments...............
Real estate—university property.

$336,750.oo

75,312.62
163,149.30
135,641.68

Cash—endowment funds:
In banks .......................................
Due from general fund...............

$10,800.91
14,358.32

25,159.23

Total endowment fund assets.

736,012.83

Total assets..........................

$809,962.11
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Liabilities
Notes payable..............................
Accounts payable .......................
Due to endowment funds...........

$ 10,000.00
8,724.59
14,358.32

Total liabilities ...................
Endowment funds.......................
General fund ..............................

$ 33,082.91
736,012.83
40,866.37
$809,962.11

You are asked to make an audit of the books, in the course of which you
discover the following facts:
(a) The endowment funds are restricted as to the use of the income
therefrom for general purposes of the university.
(b) The item “real estate—university property” represents amount paid
in acquiring title to property upon which university buildings stand, which
was originally leased by the university. These payments were made from
the proceeds of sale of endowment fund investments. On December 29,
1919, the property upon which university buildings stand was sold and title
passed for a consideration of $500,000.00, the cheque for which was not
deposited until January 5, 1920.
(c) Cash shown as due from general fund represents endowment fund
cash advanced to pay off obligations incurred as a result of university
operations.
You are asked to criticize the balance-sheet as submitted, prepare neces
sary journal entries to set up the sale of real estate and prepare corrected
balance-sheet of December 31, 1919.

Answer to Question No. 2:

The “real estate, university property,” carried at $135,641.68, has been
sold for $500,000.00, realizing a profit of $364,358.32. The question arises
whether this gain belongs to income or to the principal of the endowment
fund. On page 106 of Loring’s A Trustee's Handbook, this statement is
made: “The general rule is that any gain other than the usual yearly income
and any loss other than the usual yearly charges fall to the principal of the
fund.” This being the case, the entry for the sale of this real estate
would be:
Cash—endowment funds.........................................
Real estate—university property...................
Endowment funds...........................................

$500,000.00

$135,641.68
364,358.32

To record sale of real estate, profit being added to principal of fund.
The balance-sheet as submitted is subject to the following criticism:
The total current assets and current liabilities of the general fund are
not shown, and this is important, as the current assets, including the accrued
interest, total only $14,096.10, against which there are current liabilities to
outsiders totaling $18,724.59, in addition to the amount due to the endow
ment fund for advances.
The $14,358.32 due from general fund to endowment funds should not
be shown as cash.
It is preferable to prepare the balance-sheet in two sections, as the en
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dowments are a trust which should be shown clearly as distinct from the
general university funds.
As funds are assets, the appearance of fund accounts on the liability side
of the balance-sheet is a violation of strict accounting terminology, but it is
perhaps justified by custom in municipal and institutional accounts.
THE ABC UNIVERSITY

General Fund Balance-sheet, December 31, 1919

Assets
Current assets:
Cash................ $4,395.63
Unpaid tuitions. 2,348.43
Accrued int. re
ceived ...... 5,764.08
Unexpired ins.. 1,587.96

14,096.10

Fixed assets:
Furniture and
equipment ...

Total liabilities
General fund:
Excess of assets
over liabil’es..
59,853.18

Liabilities
Current liabilities:
Notes payable..$10,000.00
Acc’ts payable.. 8,724.59
Total outside
liabilities....
$18,724.59
Due to endow
ment funds..
14,358.32

$33,082.91

40,866.37

$73,949.28

$73,949.28

Endowment Funds Balance-Sheet, December 31, 1919

Assets
Bonds & mort
$ 336,750.00
gages........
75,312.62
Stocks & bonds
Real estate in
163,149.30
vestments ...
Cash:
In banks... .$10,800.91
On hand... .500,000.00 510,800.91

Due from gen
eral fund for
advances ...

Liabilities
Endow’t funds.
$1,100,371.15

14,358.32

$1,100,371.15

$1,100,371.15

Question No. 3:
The ABC company agreed to pay its general manager a bonus of 10%
of its net profits for the year 1919, after deducting federal income and
profits taxes, the bonus being a deductible expense in determining net
taxable income. After the books had been audited it was found that the
net profits before deducting federal income and profits taxes, and before
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deducting bonus, amounted to $470,000, and that the invested capital for
federal tax purposes for the year 1919 was $840,000.00. Calculate the amount
of the bonus and federal income and profits taxes, proving your answer by
showing that the bonus amounts to exactly 10% of the profits after de
ducting federal income and profits taxes. The entire bonus comes out of
the 40% bracket.
Tax information:

Excess profits taxes exemption:
$3,000 and 8% of the invested capital.
Income-tax exemption:
$2,000 and amount of excess profits taxes.
Rates:

Excess profits taxes:
20% of the net profits in excess of the exemption and not in excess
of 20% of the invested capital.
40% of the balance of profits.

Income tax:
10% of profit less exemption.
Tax before bonus, $173,124.

Answer to Question No. 3:
In order to determine what effect the bonus has on the tax it is advisable

to compute the tax, step by step, on the assumption that there is no bonus.

Then, by expressing the bonus as x, the tax can be recomputed, showing in
terms of x the effect of the bonus on each element of the tax. (See page 229).
The problem states clearly that the bonus is a deductible expense in de
termining the taxable income; it is also clear that the tax is to be deducted
from $470,000 in determining the basis of the bonus. It is not so certain
whether the bonus is itself to be considered an expense in arriving at the
basis of the bonus. The bonus “amounts to exactly 10% of the profits after
deducting federal income and profits taxes.” Deducted from what? We have
put this question to six public accountants. Three of them think the problem
means the taxes are to be deducted from $470,000, the remainder being the
basis of the 10% bonus. If this interpretation is the correct one, and we
believe it is, the bonus is not an expense in arriving at the basis of the bonus.
The other three think that the bonus is 10% of the profits after deducting
the taxes from the net taxable income. If this is correct, both the bonus and
the tax should be deducted from the $470,000 in determining the basis of the
bonus. The problem will be solved on both assumptions.
Solution on Assumption that Bonus = 10% of ($470,000 — tax)

Since the true tax is $173,124 — .46x,
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T A X W ITH O U T BO N U S

168,000
$302,000

$19,560

x

—

.o6x

$173,124— .46x

32,764

120,800 — .40x

$19,560

T A X W ITH B O N U S (Bonus = x)
Net profit = $470,000 — x

$168,000

70,200

470,000 —
168,000

x

$97,800

$302,000 —

470,000 — X

142,360 — .4x

$ 2,000
19,560
120,800 — .4x

142,360

$327,640 — .6x

$173,124

$327,640

32,764

470,000

120,800

470,000

$97,800

Net profit = $470,000.00
First bracket :
20% of $840,000 (in 
vested cap ital) .......
$ 168,000
Less exemptions:
Specific .......................... $ 3,000
8% of $840,000...............
67,200
70,200
20% o f ............................
Second bracket:
Net p rofit ...................................
Deduct ............................

40% of ............................
Income ta x :

Net profit.....................................
Less exemptions:
Specific .......................... $ 2,000
First bracket..................
19,560
Second bracket............... 120,800

Total exemptions...........
Basis of income ta x . ...
10% of above..................

Total tax .................
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$470,000 — ($173,124 — .
the46x)
bonus, x = ----------------------------------------10
10x = $470,000 — ($173,124 — .46x)
10x = $470,000 — $173,124 + .46X
9.54X = $470,000 — $173,124
9.54X = $296,876
x = $31,119.08, the bonus.

Profit before deducting bonus
and tax..........................
Deduct bonus ..............................

$470,000.00
31,119.08

Net taxable income.....................

$438,880.92

Computation of tax:
First bracket (as above)....
Second bracket:
Net profit..............................
Deduct 20% of840,000.........

438,880.92
168,000.00

40% of...................................

$270,880.92

Total excess profits taxes...........
Income tax: net profit.................

$438,880.92

$19,560x0

108,352.37
$127,912.37

Deduct exemptions:
Specific................................. $ 2,000.00
Excess profits taxes..................... 127,912.37

129,912.37

$308,968.55

10% of..........................................

30,896.86

Total taxes..................................

$158,809.23

Proof:
Profit before deducting taxes and
bonus..............................
Deduct taxes................................

$470,000.00
158,809.23

Basis of bonus..............................

$311,190.77

Bonus, 10% thereof (as above)..

$31,119.08

Solution on Assumption that Bonus = 10% of ($470,000 — Bonus — Tax)
Since the bonus is represented by x, and since the taxes are $173,124 —
.46X,
$470,000 —x— ($173,124 — .46X)
the bonus x = ---------------------------------- —----10
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10x
11x
11x
10.54X
10.54X
x

=
=
=
=
=
=

$470,000 — x — ($173,124 — .46x)
$470,000 — ($173,124 — .46X)
$470,000 — $173,124 + .46X
$470,000 — $173,124
$296,876
$28,166.60.

Profit before deducting bonus
and tax..................................
Deduct bonus..............................

$470,000.00
28,166.60

Net taxable income......................

$441,833.40

Computation of tax:
First bracket (as above)....
Second bracket:
Net profit......................................
Deduct 20% of 840,000...............
40% of.........................................

Total excess profits taxes...........
Income tax:
Net profit ............................ ... . ..
Deduct exemptions:
Specific.................................. $ 2,000.00
Excess profits taxes..................... 129,093.36
10% of...........................................

$ 19,560.00
441,833.40
168,000.00

$273,833.40

109,533.36
$129,093.36

$441,833.40

131,093.36

$310,740.04

31,074.00

Total taxes..................................

$160,167.36

Proof:
Profit before deducting taxes
and bonus .....................
Deduct bonus ..............................

$470,000.00
28,166.60

Net taxable income............ .........
Deduct taxes...............................

$441,833.40
160,167.36

Basis of bonus..............................

$281,666.04

Bonus, 10% thereof (as above) ..

$28,166.60

The following solution has been submitted by J. H. Heliums, of Seattle,
Washington:
Method of calculating federal taxes and bonus in cases where bonus is.
based on net profits after deducting federal taxes.
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Given: A corporation with an invested capital of $840,000.00 makes a
profit of $470,000.00 before calculating taxes and has an agreement with its
manager to pay him 10% bonus on net profits after paying taxes. In this
case the entire bonus comes out of the 40% bracket. Taxes before applying
bonus amount to $173,124.00.

The change in taxes as result of allowing bonus would be as follows:
Decrease in excess profits tax..............................
Decrease in normal tax.........................................

40% of bonus
10% “
“

Total decrease............................................... 50% “
Increase in normal tax as result of decreased
credit account less excess profits paid, 10%
of 40%, or...............................................
4% “

Net decrease in tax.........................................

46% “

“

“

As result of decrease in taxes there is more profit in which the manager
would participate to extent of 10%, or 4.6% of the bonus.
Calculation of Bonus

Profits before taxes....................................................
Taxes—before applying bonus...................................

$470,000.00
173,124.00

Balance.................................................................

$296,876.00

10% bonus on above.............................................
4.6% of $29,687.60 =........................................
4.6% of 1,365.63 =.........................................
4.6% of
62.82 =.........................................
4.6% of
2.89 ... ..........................................

$ 29,687.60
1,365.63
62.82
2.89
.13

Total bonus...................................................

$31,119.07

CALCULATION OF TAX

Profits $470,000.00 less $31,119.07 = $438,880.93
20% Bracket
20% of invested capital.................... $168,000.00
Excess profits credit 8% of invested
capital plus $3,000...............
70,200.00

20% tax on balance..........................

$97,800.00
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$19,560.00

Students’ Department
40% Bracket
Profit .................................................
20% on invested capital....................

$438,880.93
168,000.00

Balance taxable at 40%........... ....

$270,880.93

Total excess profits taxes.........

108,352.37

$127,912.37

Normal Tax

438,880.93

Profit .................................................
Credits:
Excess profits taxes plus $2,000.00.

129,912.37

Balance taxable at 10%...................................

$308,968.5630,896.86

$158,809.23

Total tax....................................
Proof

Profit before tax andbonus.............
Taxes.................................................

$470,000.00
$158,809.23

Balance .............................................
10% bonus to manager.....................

$311,190.77
31,119.07

In case the bonus came out of the 20% bracket the decrease in taxes would
be 28% and the additional bonus to manager would be 10% of that amount,
or 2.8% of the bonus.

When the bonus comes out of the 40% bracket the amount of bonus before
figuring taxes plus 4.8217813% of itself will give the final bonus. If it comes
out of 20% bracket use 2,880656%.
In case part of the bonus comes out of the 40% bracket and the balance
out of 20% bracket, the calculation would be as follows:
A corporation with an invested capital of $100,000.00 makes a profit of
$21,000.00, and has agreed to pay its manager 10% of net profits after calcu
lating tax. The tax, before deducting bonus, would be $3,880.00.
CALCULATION OF BONUS

Profit before bonus and taxes....................................
Tax before deducting bonus.......................................

$21,000.00
3,880.00

Balance
10% bonus on above...............................................

$17,120.00
1,712.00

Before deducting bonus there was a profit of $1,000.00 in the 40% bracket,
but after deducting bonus the entire tax would fall in the 20% bracket. The
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reduction in taxes as result of allowing the tentative bonus of $1,712.00
would be as follows:
46% of $1,000.00 in 40% bracket..................................
28% of $712.00 in 20% bracket.....................................

$ 460.00
199.36

Total saving in taxes on first calculation of bonus...
Manager gets 10% of this amount...............................
2.8 % of $65.94.............................................................
2.8
% of $1.85....................................................

$ 659.36
65.94
1.85
.05

Total additional bonus............................................
Tentative bonus.......................................................

$

Total bonus..............................................................

$1,779.84

67.84
1,712.00

The proof works out as illustrated in the first example.
Massachusetts C. P. A. Examination
Editor, Students’ Department:
Sir:—Can you inform me as to qualifications requisite to taking C. P. A.
examination in Massachusetts ? Also when and where held ?
Yours truly,
C. F. J.
Information in regard to the Massachusetts C. P. A. examinations may
be obtained from the secretary of the Massachusetts state board of ac
countancy, Daniel B. Lewis, 45 Milk street, Boston, Massachusetts.
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LANGUAGE FOR MEN OF AFFAIRS: VOL. I, TALKING BUSI
NESS, by John Mantle Clapp; VOL. II, BUSINESS WRITING,
by James Melvin Lee. The Ronald Press Company, New York.
Quoting from the introductory chapter, vol. I, p. xi:
The purpose of the volumes of this set is to treat the general subject of
language with reference to the needs and wishes of the business man. The
subject falls naturally into two divisions:
1. Elementary phases of language, those which come into most constant
use, either alone or combined in the more elaborate forms.
2. Specialized phases of language which are particularly featured in
business; such as business correspondence, report writing, advertising copy,
etc.
Or in other words into—
I. Talking business.
2. Business writing.

This excerpt not only gives in a nutshell the general aim of the volumes
but is also a fairly good example of the art of converting literary—we had
almost said Johnsonian—periods into concise business diction. In short, the
set is intended to teach the business man how to speak and write correct
English. In fact, it goes even further and devotes considerable space to the
psychology of business talking and writing, i. e., how speech and writing
may be used to sell goods. Also there are chapters devoted to public speak
ing by business men, on writing reports, advertising copy and circulars and
on writing for the press. There have been many books written on these
subjects, but this is the first work we have seen which aims to cover the
whole field in a comprehensive manner, excluding, of course, the purely
literary field.
Is there any need for such a work? Surely if a man has learned to speak
and write English clearly and grammatically at school and college, it is
enough. Thereafter the development of facility and ease in expressing
himself depends entirely on his chosen career. As a writer he will naturally
acquire a larger vocabulary of a literary type; as a lawyer, of a precise and
argumentative type; as an engineer, of a technical, and as a business man, of
a commercial type. In any walk of life the fundamentals of the language are
the same. Whether the author is trying to write a story in a convincing and
entertaining way, the lawyer to persuade a judge or jury of the justice of his
cause, the engineer to prove a theory, or the business man to sell somethingall must use the accepted grammatical forms and correct and appropriate
words to convey their ideas and accomplish their purposes. In other words,
says the doubter, there is no such thing as a distinct language for different
professions and occupations. There is a common language, English, for all.
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What we for convenience carelessly call technical language is merely the
addition of words peculiar to a given profession or business, i. e., its
vocabulary, but it is not a different language as would be French, Greek, etc.
This is all quite true; but, after all, the quarrel is rather with the title
of the books than their matter. In every field of human life the language
of daily intercourse and formal communication tends to settle into forms
which will convey ideas in the quickest manner. When the judge says to the
lawyers, “Submit your briefs,” the banker to the borrower, “Give me a
statement,” the capitalist to the engineer, “Let me have a report,” they all
mean the same thing, viz.: “Let me know the facts.” Even slang of the
street, “What’s the dope ?” is simply a form in the making not yet accepted as
good usage. In all these instances it will be observed that the language is
English and correctly used, yet it is quite conceivable that the expression
used by the judge might require translation if addressed to the borrower or
engineer.
Granting all this, says the doubter, why a book on business English?
No such books, at least none of any moment if you exclude “Every-man-hisown-lawyer” and the like, seem to be needed for the professions. The answer
to this is two-fold. First, it is unfortunately true that the average business
man has not had the education in fundamental English that nearly all pro
fessional men are practically obliged to acquire. Second, business in the
larger sense of the term covers a much wider field than all the professions
combined, and it is a matter of life and death to the business man that he
shall make himself understood by thousands where the professional man is
concerned with hundreds. By “understood” we mean not only the ability to
make himself clear to those within the limited circle of his particular trade
with the aid of its technical vocabulary, but also to convey pleasing and
persuasive ideas to the general public—in short, to “sell them.”
Hence these books. It should be understood, however, that they are not
text-books in the ordinary sense though highly educational beyond all doubt.
As is well stated by Mr. Clapp (vol. I, p. ix) :

The language of business is a matter for adult study. It has to do with
adult conditions and relationships. It cannot be adequately treated in the
lower schools. * * *
It should be added, besides, that the technique of language cannot be
learned once for all even by the adult.

It is rather difficult to classify the books in a phrase, but it is fairly safe
to say that they combine a fascinating study of the philosophy and psychology
of the English language as applied to business purposes with a well arranged
guide to the best usage and style in business English from the informal
selling-talk of the counter salesman to the public speech of the industrial
magnate—from the letter of casual information to the highly technical and
involved corporation report. Nor need it afflict the stickler for “Englyshe
pure and undefyled” that advertising English seems to be the grand climax of
both volumes. In these days of “jazz,” when even “jazz” English is be
ginning to appear in some detestable and noisy advertising, it is a relief to
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see in the chapters on advertising copy that its English need be neither silly
nor vulgar.
Though there is but slight and casual reference to public accountancy in
these books, nevertheless they will prove profitable reading to us who are so
often called upon to write reports. We are indeed curious to know just what
the author means by his reference to The Journal of Accountancy
(p. 178), but hope that if we do have “the defects of such publications” we
at least have the virtues!
Both volumes are well indexed, and vol. II contains two appendices giving
bibliographies for both volumes—a valuable feature for those wishing to
study further the subjects covered.
W. H. L.

ENGLISH OF COMMERCE, by John B. Opdycke.
Sons Company, New York.

Charles Scribner’s

It seems curious that this book which disclaims any pretension to teach
“literary” English should be sent by its publishers to ‘ the literary editor” for
his supposedly expert opinion on it. Assuming that The Journal of Ac
countancy had a literary editor in the usual sense of that term, he might
well dismiss Mr. Opdycke’s book offhand, with the remark that a writer
who lists such words as “lie” and “lay,” “affect” and “effect,” “statue” and
“statute,” as synonyms (see p. 12 et seq.), can hardly be accepted as an
authority on literary English—or business English for that matter. We all
make slips now and then, but this is surely inexcusable in a book intended to
teach English.
The first four chapters are devoted to the implied purpose of the book,
viz.: to teach high school and commercial students how to talk and write
business English. Properly handled by the teacher they should furnish good
drill-work for the student, but whether or not the matter therein is properly
arranged according to the pedagogical mind we must leave to those versed
in that science. Assuming that it is correct in form and substance, how
ever, one’s instinctive comment is, “Why the rest of the book?” For, after
reading the remaining three hundred odd pages, one lays the book down
with the feeling of having taken a short course in the psychology of adver
tising, and with more than a suspicion that much real advertising has been
insidiously thrust upon his attention. Three “reference chapters” contain
much information on abbreviations, special terms, business forms, etc., which
should be useful to the business clerk, but we doubt their practical utility
in a high school course.
Summing up, we should say if the book is intended for a high school text
it is about two-thirds too long. As a handy book of samples for the adver
tisement writer it should be convenient and useful. The average business
man will probably never find the time to read it through.
To us the most interesting part of the book is the introduction written
by Frank A. Vanderlip. High school teachers, smarting under persistent
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and more or less conventional complaints by business men that they fail to
teach their pupils “how to write plain English,” will relish Mr. Vanderlip’s
rather illuminating remarks on p. xiii:

“I should not, myself, put as great emphasis as has the author of this
book upon the value of knowing words. * * * I should always put the
primary emphasis on the value of clean-cut ideas. If one thinks clearly he
is apt to write clearly.”
Again, on p. xiv:
“What one must have, if he is going to make a success in a type of
business where letter writing is an essential part, is an ability to think clearly
and to write clearly.”
Just so, and Mr. Vanderlip is no mean exponent of the ability and the art.
In this particular instance he has voiced our own suspicion of several years’
growth that what business men really complain about is not so much poor
training in English composition as lack of original ideas and logical reasoning
powers in high school graduates. Our own experience in passing on hundreds
of examination papers has convinced us that inability to express his ideas
intelligibly is quite rare on the part of the high school graduate, though he
is sometimes without much of an idea to express. Something can be dope
to develop latent powers of reasoning by a severe course of logic, but this
belongs to the domain of higher education in the universities. It is obviously
unfair to damn the whole race of high school teachers of English composi
tion because in the press of an over-crowded curriculum they fail to turn
out boys and girls still in the teens filled with bright and original ideas. It
is enough if their pupils are able to express what ideas they have in plain
English. For the rest heredity and environment have much to do with the
final results.
W. H. L.

Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountants
At the annual meeting of the Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, the following officers and directors were elected: president,
William J. Wilson; vice-president, Horace P. Griffith; secretary, Robert J.
Bennett; treasurer, Charles S. Rockey; members of council, Herbert G.
Stockwell, Joseph M. Pugh, George Wilkinson, James J. Burns and John R.
Lynn.
______________

Oregon State Society of Certified Public Accountants
At the annual meeting of the Oregon State Society of Certified Public
Accountants, June 14, 1920, the following officers were elected: president,
Joseph Gillingham; vice-president, A. Lester Andrus; secretary and treas
urer, A. R. Sawtell; directors: Arthur Berridge, T. A. Rutherford, L. M.
Koon and W. J. Piepenbrink.

Certified Accountants’ Association of Mississippi
The formation of the Certified Accountants’ Association of Mississippi
is announced. The officers are W. Q. Sharp, president; R. G. Wooten, vicepresident; H. H. Cleaver, secretary.
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Announcements
Setchell & Luther, Old Smith building, Boston, Massachusetts, announce
the dissolution of partnership by mutual consent. Morton E. Setchell an
nounces that he will continue practice under his individual name.

R. B. Benedict, J. W. Quilty and E. W. Van Meter announce the forma
tion of a partnership for the practice of accounting, under the firm name of
Benedict, Quilty & Van Meter, with offices in Insurance building, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
Mitchell, Castenholz & Co., announce the dissolution of partnership. J. J.
Mitchell retains the New York office of the firm at 103 Park Avenue and
announces the opening of an office at 79 West Monroe Street, Chicago, under
the name of J. J. Mitchell & Co. W. B. Castenholz retains the Chicago
office of the firm and will practise under the name of William Castenholz
& Co., with offices in Chicago, New Orleans, Kansas City and Tulsa.
Waldman & Schoolman announce the admission of Joseph F. Loewi
into special partnership, the change of the firm name to Waldman, School
man & Co., and removal of offices to 507 Fifth avenue, New York.

J. Edward Moore and Charles P. Sawyer announce the formation of a
partnership under the firm name of Moore & Sawyer, with offices at 545
Pleasant street, New Bedford, Massachusetts.
Barrow, Wade, Guthrie & Co., New York, announce the opening of a
branch office in Clarendon building, 219 Genesee street, Utica, New York,
under the management of Harry Brick.

Lovejoy, Mather, Hough & Stagg, members of the American Institute
of Accountants, announce the removal of their offices from 55 Liberty street
to 123 Liberty street, New York.

David Berdon announces the formation of a partnership with Joseph
Sandler, under the firm name of David Berdon & Co., with offices at 277
Broadway, New York.
Harvey S. Chase & Co. announce that Charles C. Tuttle, William J.
McAvoy, Richard D. Seamans and Arthur P. Batchelder have been ad
mitted to the firm.
The Kinney Audit & System Company, of Dallas, Texas, announces
change of the firm name to Kinney & Fowler, with offices at 417 Slaughter
building, Dallas.

Ward, Fisher, Carpenter & Philbrick announce that William H. Segur.
Clarence Watson Scott and Ernest L. Goodman have become partners of
the firm.
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A. H. Berger and Julius W. Baer announce the formation of a partner
ship under the firm name of Berger & Baer, with offices at 277 Broadway.
New York.
McLaren, Goode & Co. announce the removal of their Salt Lake City
offices to 203-204 Continental National Bank building.

Stockwell, Wilson & Linvill, Land Title building, Philadelphia, announce
that John C. Parry has been admitted to the firm.
J. F. Stutz and F. H. Jones announce the formation of a partnership, with
offices in Jenks block, Port Huron, Michigan.

Eli Moorhouse & Co. announce the removal of their offices to 706 L. C.
Smith building, Seattle, Washington.
Richard S. Wyler & Co. announce the opening of offices in Scarritt
building, Kansas City, Missouri.
Edward R. Burt & Co. announce the removal of their New Orleans office
to 807 Maison Blanche building.

Henry F. Tully announces the opening of an office at 614 Penobscot
building, Detroit, Michigan.
Waud & Doherty announce the removal of their office to 25 West Fortythird street, New York.

O. A. Grundmann announces the removal of his office to 225 Fifth
avenue, New York.
Bennett & Berck announce that they have opened offices at 27 William
street, New York.
Mackay, Irons & Co. announce the removal of their offices to 29 Broad
way, New York.

Horwarth & Horwarth announce the opening of an office at 115 Court
street, Boston.
Samuel Kraft announces the removal of his office to 1123 Broadway,
New York.

George Illmensee announces the opening of an office at 74 Broadway,
New York.
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IX

American Institute of Accountants
List of Officers, Members of Council and Committees

1919-1920
OFFICERS
President................................................................... Waldron H. Rand, 101 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.
Arthur W. Teele, 120 Broadway, New York
Vice-presidents........................................................ H. Ivor Thomas, 616 Higgins Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

Treasurer.....................................................................J. E. Sterrett, 54 William Street, New York
Secretary..................................................................... A. P. Richardson, 1 Liberty Street, New York
Members of the Council
For five years:
For three years :
Hamilton S. Corwin.............................New Jersey
J. S. M. Goodloe................................... New York
Edward E. Gore............................................Illinois
Elmer L. Hatter...................................... Maryland
Charles S. Ludlam.................................New York
J. Edward Masters............... ......... Massachusetts
Overton S. Meldrum...............................Kentucky
James S. Matteson............................... Minnesota
Charles Neville.........................................Georgia
Robert H. Montgomery........................ New York
Adam A. Ross.................................... Pennsylvania
Carl H. Nau................................................... .Ohio
C. M. Williams.................................... Washington
W. Ernest Seatree...................................... Illinois
For four years:
For two years: *
Harvey S. Chase............................... Massachusetts
F. W. Lafrentz........................................New York
J. D. M. Crockett...................................... Missouri
W.
R. Mackenzie.......................................... Oregon
W. Sanders Davies................................ New York
Page Lawrence.......................................... Colorado
Walter Mucklow.......................................... Florida
Ernest Reckitt................................................Illinois
John B. Niven................ ....... New Jersey
W. A. Smith............................................. Tennessee
F. F. White.......................................... New Jersey
Edward L. Suffern...............................New Jersey
* Two vacancies exist in the membership of council for this term

For one year:
John F. Forbes........................................ California
Elijah W. Sells...................................... New York
William P. Hilton................................... Virginia
E. G. Shorrock.................................... Washington
J. Porter Joplin........................................ Illinois
F. A. Tilton...............................................Michigan
† A vacancy exists in the membership of council for this term.
Board of Examiners
For three years:
For two years:
F. H. Hurdman......................................New York
W. P. Hilton..............................................Virginia
J. C. Scobie............................................. New York
John B. Niven, Chairman.............. ..New Jersey
Arthur W. Teele................................... New York
Ernest Reckitt............................................Illinois
For one year:
Charles S. Ludlam.................................New York
Massachusetts
Waldron H. Rand
... .California
H. Iver Thomas..
Auditors
C. E. Iszard............................................. Delaware
William R. Tolleth.................................... Virginia

COMMITTEES
Executive Committee
The President, Chairman............. Massachusetts
W. Sanders Davies............................... New York
The Treasurer........................................ New York
J. E. Masters.................................... Massachusetts
H. S. Corwin........................................ New Jersey
John B. Niven......................................New Jersey
E. W. Sells........................
New York

Committee

on

Professional Ethics

Carl H. Nau, Chairman.................................. Ohio
John F. Forbes...................................... California
J. D. M. Crockett.................................. Missouri
J. Porter Joplin ........................................... Illinois
F. F. White............................. New Jersey
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Committee

on

Committee on Publication

Arbitration

J. E. Sterrett, Chairman....................New York
William M. Lybrand......................... New York
F. F. White...................................... New Jersey

C. E. Wermuth, Chairman.................. Louisiana

Lewis G. Fisher............................ Rhode Island
E. Lovejoy..........................................New York
Committee on Budget

and

Committee

Finance

E. W. Sells, Chairman......................New York
Thomes L. Berry................................. Maryland
Charles Hecht................................... New York
Committee on Constitution

and

Committee

By-Laws

W. R. Mackenzie, Chairman................... Oregon
W. A. Coy.................................................... Ohio
W. S. Sutton.................................. Pennsylvania
Committee

on

on

State Legislation

J. S. M. Goodloe, Chairman.............. New York
J. E. Hutchinson...................................... Texas
F. A. Smith............................................Missouri
on

Administration of Endowment

Geo. O. May, Chairman............................... NewYork
Robert Douglas................. Massachusetts
J. Porter Joplin........................................ Illinois
S. R. Mitchell................................................ NewYork
E. W. Sells.................................................... NewYork

Education

W. S. Whittlesey, Chairman.............. New York
Allan Davies................................................. NewYork
Committee on Increased Membership
C. O. Wellington......................... Massachusetts
Page Lawrence, Chairman....................Colorado
E. L. Pride................................... Massachusetts
Committee on Ethical Publicity
Wm. Whitfield.......... ............................... Oregon
W. Sanders Davies, Chairman........... New York
Carl H. Nau....... ........................................ Ohio
Committee on National Budget
T. Edward Ross.............................. Pennsylvania
Francis Oakey, Chairman................ New York
Committee on Federal Legislation
Archibald Bowman........................... New York
Adam A. Ross, Chairman...............Pennsylvania
Adam A. Ross................................. Philadelphia
Francis Oakey....................................New York
Committee on Procedure
Archibald Bowman............................New York
Henry B. Fernald, Chairman.......... New Jersey
Julius J. Anderson.............................. Minnesota
Committee on Meetings
John F. Forbes................................... California
W. A. Clader, Chairman...................... Delaware
W. B. Richards................................... New York
J. E. Bates.........................District of Columbia
H. E. Smith...................................... Washington
A. M. Pullen......................................... Virginia
Committee on Subsidiary Organizations

Committee on Nominations

Robert H. Montgomery, Chairman.. .New York
A. T. Bacon............................................ Illinois
Stephen G. Rusk..........................................Ohio

H. S. Corwin, Chairman....................New York
Joseph M. Pugh.............................Pennsylvania
C. M. Williams.............................. Washington

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
ANNUAL MEETING, 1920.
The annual meeting of the American Institute of Account
ants will be held September 21st and 22nd at Washington, D. C.

Headquarters:

New Willard Hotel.

Everyone interested in professional accounting is cordially
invited to attend the open sessions.

Full details may be obtained from

W. A. Clader, Chairman of Committee on Meetings,
339 Land Title Building, Philadelphia,
or
A. P. Richardson, Secretary,
1 Liberty St., New York.
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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This National Cash Register shows
1 The business handled by each clerk
(2) The business in each department
With this register you know which clerks are
the most valuable. You can fix wages on actual
selling records.

It gives you printed and added records which
you need for a profit-sharing or bonus system.
This makes your employees vitally interested in
increasing your business.
This register tells which departments of your
business are making the most profits.
It tells when a department is not producing as
it should. You know when to start a selling
campaign to put any department back on a pay
ing basis.

It is the best way to get the facts you must
have about your business
We make cash registers for every line of business.Priced $75 and up

NATIONAL
CASH REGISTER CO.
DAYTON, OHIO.

When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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Accountants Will Appreciate
these Books

ACCOUNTING: Principles and
Practice

THE NEW SCHOOL FOR
SOCIAL RESEARCH
offers courses for
Business Men and Women

by G. E. BENNETT, C. P. A.,

Head of the Accounting Dept. of Syracuse University.
A new text treating this subject in a new way. The
result of the author’s wide experience as a practical
accountant, a teacher and an editor. Price, $4.00.

ACCOUNTING for CONTRACTORS
By H. D. GRANT

The author is an authority on this subject having
installed the accounting procedure for some of the
largest contracting firms in New York City. Every
detail is clearly indicated. Price, $5.00.

MATHEMATICS for the ACCOUNTANT
by Eugene R. Vinal, M.A., Instructor in Account
ing at Northeastern College, Boston.

Through his experience as a practical accountant and
an instructor Mr Vinal has been able to include essen
tials in such a simple style that the subject is readily
understood. Price, with supplement, $3.00.

Biddle Business Publications, Inc.
Business Books
19 West 44th St. dept. 14-s New York

Business Cycles
Federal Taxation
Corporation Finance
Current Types of Economic
Theory
Statistics
Late afternoon and evening classes
Registration begins October first
For catalogue address the school

465-9 West 23rd Street
Telephone Chelsea 1386
New York City

American Institute of Accountants
LIBRARY CATALOGUE
A limited number (500) of copies (bound in cloth) of the
new catalogue of the American Institute of Accountants is
offered for sale.

The catalogue contains subject and author references to all
books and pamphlets in the library and constitutes a most
important guide to modem American accounting literature.

Pages 237.

Price: $ 1.50 net, $ 1.65 delivered

Address all orders to

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
1 Liberty Street
New York

When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal

of

Accountancy
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF ACCOUNTS
By the late Charles E. Sprague, C.P.A.
President Union Dime Savings Bank, New York

CCOUNTING as a branch of mathematical science depends not upon customs and tra
ditions but upon basic principles which may be determined by a priori reasoning. In
“The Philosophy of Accounts "Mr. Sprague deals simply and naturally with these fun
damentals.

A

AN ACCOUNTING CLASSIC

Recognizing that, even in routine matters, the best work is done by those who understand
the theory and reason for what they are doing, he has endeavored—successfully—to tell why
rather than how. The result is an accounting classic and one of the most satisfactory treat
ments of accounting theory.

Illuminating and Comprehensive

Essential

The author has covered this field in his
usual comprehensive and illuminating way.
From a purely logical standpoint he dis
cusses the mathematical equations of account
ing, the construction and form of the account,
structure of the balance sheet, assets and
liabilities, proprietorship, insolvency, account
ing periods, “economic” accounts, the detec
tion of errors, etc. Paragraphs are numbered
for rapid and easy reference.

“The Philosophy of Accounts” is generally
regarded as one of the fundamental books
with which every accountant ought to be
familiar. It will also be of great value to
them in the training of their assistants, as
well as to bookkeepers or business executives
who may wish to obtain a deeper insight into
accounting principles and methods.
Will be sent upon receipt of price, $2.00, which
will be refunded if book is returned within
five days.

The Ronald Press Company,

20 Vesey Street, New York City

Registration Closes October 14, 1920
for the regular fall term of

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
ACCOUNTS and FINANCE
In most of the accounting classes enrollments cannot be accepted
after October 1.

The regular bulletin for the School year 1920-1921 contains full
information regarding courses in Accounting, Advertising and
Marketing, Economics, Finance, Management, Trade and Trans
portation, and other business fields. It will be sent upon request.
Address the Secretary,

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF COMMERCE,
Accounts and Finance,

New York City.

32 Waverly Place,
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal

of

Accountancy
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The Lloyd-Thomas Co.
RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES ON PHYSICAL VALUES

APPRAISERS—ENGINEERS

CERTIFIED APPRAISALS
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES

BRIEF CASES
Mergers
Cost Systems
Insurance
Accounting

FOR ACCOUNTANTS
AND BUSINESS MEN
The Brief Case illustrated, made of the best grade
Russet Sole Leather, Sixe 17 x 10½, has three pockets,
each with an expansion of two inches; also one small
pocket size 9x5 with flap fastened with snapbutton.
Straps extend entirely around the case; handle is ad
justable on straps, always keeps in the center; has
first class padlock with two keys. Price complete,
$19.00.
Every L.L.B. Brief Case has all the good points of
the best Brief Cases made, plus the particular atten
tion that has been paid to style. Exceptionally strong,
durable and light.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL STAFF FOR
QUICK VALUATIONS OF LARGE
PROPERTIES
:
:
:
:

60 other styles from $6 to $19. Send for Catalog No. 27

Express prepaid anywhere in U. S.
if not satisfied.

Bond Issues
Credit Extensions
Income Tax
Liquidation

Money back

GENERAL OFFICES

1124-28 WILSON AVE.

CHICAGO

L. L. B. CASE MFG. CO.
5 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK

BRANCHES PRINCIPAL CITIES

Duties of the Junior Accountant
By W. B. REYNOLDS and F. W. THORNTON
Published under the Endowment Fund of the American Institute of Accountants

THIRD EDITION
The third edition of Duties of the Junior Accountant is now ready for
delivery.
This standard guide for the junior accountant has established itself in
most of the prominent accounting offices.
Every junior should have it with him to show him what to do and how to
do it.
The volume consists of 107 pages and is of convenient size
The American Institute

of

Accountants,

1 Liberty Street, New York.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed find $.................................. for which send...................................................... copies of “Duties of the Junior
Accountant." at $1.00 a copy, to the following address:
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DIXON'S

ELdoraDO
Use an HB Dixon’s
Eldorado Pencil for
adding up the “odd
stuff.” The figures will
stand out clear and dis
tinct and you will never
mistake a 3 for a 5 or
a 5 for an 8.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.
Pencil Dept. 117-J, Jersey City, N. J.
Canadian Distributors
A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd., Toronto

CHICAGO

SAMPLE OFFER
Write to us on your letterhead,
tell us the kind of work you do,
and we will mail you full-length
free samples of the pencils best
suited to your particular needs.
Also write for interesting free
booklet—“Finding Your
Pencil.”

Dixon’S Eldorado
is made in 17 leads—
one for every need
or preference.

WEBSTER H. BURKE,
Dean

KENT
COLLEGE of

DEGREE LL. B.
IN 3 YEARS.

CO-EDUCATIONAL

LAW

Oldest, Largest and Best
Equipped Evening
Law School
THE SCHOOL FOR RECOGNITION AND SUCCESS

Distinguished faculty. Most thorough methods. Classes divided into sections to insure in
dividual attention. More Chicago judges and leading lawyers are Chicago Kent Alumni than
are graduates of any other school.
Many Chicago Accountants add to their professional standing, and increase their income by
equipping themselves in law at Kent.
Thirty-fifth Annual

REGISTER NOW

Class Now Forming
Get your catalog now. Write, telephone or call.
GUY GURENSEY, Secretary
Tel. Central 2492. 2076, 116 S. Michigan Av.
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COST ACCOUNTING
For MEN and WOMEN
SAID TO BE NEW YORK’S BUSIEST MAN

USES AN

Esterbrook No. 788
OVAL BALL POINT
writes smoothly and evenly over either rough or
smooth paper. The best pen known for rapid bill
ing, bills of lading, addressing, etc., and where
quick free action is needed.
Writing all day with this pen in a light holder
will not tire the hand—no strain, no writer’s cramp.
All Esterbrook Pens are the sustained result of
over 60 years' experience in making the best steel
pens in the world.
Esterbrook Pens are the standard for excellence
of pen writing performance—uniformity.

THE ESTERBROOK PEN MFG. CO.
24-70 COOPER STREET
CAMDEN, N. J.
Send or telephone to your nearest dealer for sam
ples. 15c a dozen, assorted or of your favorite pen.

EsterbrookPens

Our course in Cost Accounting is
designed to prepare men and women
for work as cost accountants, so much
in demand just now by the Govern
ment.
Other courses include Accountancy,
Auditing, Business Law, and Special
Post-Graduate Problems preparing for
C. P. A. Examination.

Send for catalog. Personal service
of R. J. Bennett, C. A., C. P. A.

Bennett Accountancy Institute
261 Farragut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ANALYSIS PAPER
Buff and White—Four grades—
4 to 28 columns wide, in variety
of styles, always carried in stock,
padded or loose.
Send for price list and samples.

L. H. BIGLOW & COMPANY, Inc.
24 BEAVER STREET
NEW YORK
PORTFOLIOS OF DISTINCTION
CENTURY Portfolios are equipment of distinction —
known and appreciated for their excellence of material,
superb workmanship and efficient design. In the
CENTURY “DE LUXE” PORTFOLIO (Illustrated)
you will find embodied all the essentials of a practical
Portfolio. Made of heavy English Bridle leather. Black,
Russet, or Cordovan. Solid shawl straps and adjustable
handle. Three or four wide pockets, and small pocket,
5"x9 ", with flap closed by snap buttons, for memo books,
pencils, etc. Hand-made gold finished staple and hooks
for padlock. Strong suspending lock with key.
Style and Size.
3-Pkts.
4-Pkta.
507—17" x 11½".......................... $19.50
$20.50
508—18" x 12" ........................... 20.50
21.50
Sent prepaid anywhere in the U.S. upon receipt of price.
Money immediately refunded if not satisfactory in
every respect.
CENTURY Portfolios, Brief Cases and Secretary Cases
some priced as low as $5—described in our Catalog
“SJ.” Sent on request.
CENTURY LEATHER CRAFTS COMPANY
350 Broadway
New York City

CHARLES

HASKINS

WALDO

INSTITUTE

FOUNDED BY

ELIJAH W. SELLS

Accountancy offers today to young men of character,
ambition and ability an opportunity which extends
to every phase of business and governmental activity.
Charles Waldo Haskins Institute specializes in the
training of young men for this dignified profession.
Junior and Senior preparatory sections for those not
qualified for advanced work. School opens Sept .15th.
Day and Evening sessions. For information or inter
view, address

DR. FRANK A. FALL, Executive Secy.
Box E, 37 W. 39th St., New York City
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Classified Advertisements
Copy for Want Ada. must be in our hands by the 32d of the month preceding the date of issue. Terms $3.00 an inch payable in advance.

SITUATIONS WANTED

SITUATIONS WANTED

Senior Accountant

(27) at present em
ployed by firm of certi
fied public accountants. Experienced in handling audits,
investigations, costs, taxes, etc. Six years’ general ex
perience. Three years’ college training in accounting.
Special training in cost accounting and auditing. Asso
ciate, National Association of Cost Accountants. Posi
tion desired in any section of the U. S. or abroad.
Address Box 240 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Executive-Accountant-Auditor
Eleven years’ experience in general and cost account
ing, branch office and consolidated accounts, auditing,
income tax, etc., seeks connection with progressive
manufacturing corporation. American, age 30; married;
salary $5,000; prefer Central States.
Address Box 239 c/o Journal of Accountancy

single, Christian, now engaged, seeks posi
tion with a live, progressive corporation.
Location preferably in the East. Experience derived
from public accounting and corporation work. Salary
$3,600.
Address Box 251 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Auditor

desires staff position on Pacific
Coast, preferably Los Angeles, that
will develop into partnership. C. P. A., associate Amer
ican Institute of Accountants, member National Asso
ciation of Cost Accountants, mechanical engineer. Avail
able January first.
Address Box 256 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Accountant

Age 26. University graduate with
special accountancy training desires
position with public ac ounting firm. General experience.
Best references. Salary reasonable. Any location in
U. S.
Address Box 238 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Fifteen years’ prac
Executive Accountant tical
experience as

Comptroller or General Auditor

(N. H.) Graduate
Senior AccountantC.NewP. A.York
University,

Accountant

An experienced and High Grade Accountant, now em
ployed as Statistical Assistant to President of large
Manufacturing Company. References of the highest.
Additional detail upon request. Necessary to make
change for family, on account of climate.
Address Box 237 c/o Journal of Accountancy
Eleven years’ general and cost ac
counting experience in lumber manu
facturing. Capable of installing systems and taking
full charge of office. Proved executive ability. Desires
connection with large manufacturing concern. West or
southwest preferred. Minimum salary $4,200.
Address Box 248 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Accountant

Corporation Executive directing
Finances and Accounting. Com
petent and qualified through experience. Knowledge of
general accounting, both constructive and analytical;
also financial matters. Any location. Present salary
$4,200.
Address Box 255 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Comptroller

14 years’ experience in varied in
dustries, age 36, prefers connection
with firm of Public Accountants; has had full supervision
of accounting departments and personnel.
Address Box 253 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Accountant

accountant wishes permanent con
nection with firm of public account
ants having offices in the East. I am single, and do not
object to short trips. Experienced conducting own
audits. Salary $3,000.
Address Box 252 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Semi-Senior

accountant, auditor and office manager with large corpo
rations. College education, also graduate in Account
ancy. Pleasing personality, capable of analyzing and
organizing office and accounting work and writing re
ports. Eastern location desired. Age 36, married.
Minimum salary $3,000.
Address Box 258 c/o Journal of Accountancy

School of Commerce, Degree B. C. S., formerly with
prominent firm of Certified Public Accountants, desires
permanent connection with similar firm in New York
City. Age 28. Married. Minimum salary $3,500.
Address Box 231 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Certified Public Accountant Married,
age 35, de
sires connection with corporation in Chicago in executive
capacity for part time. Will consider part time with
public accounting firm. Well qualified to handle ac
counting and tax work. Highest class references.
Address Box 230 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Situation Wanted

Young man, married, 25,
desires position with firm
of public accountants as junior accountant. Several
years’ experience clerical work. Graduated from High
School, 3 years towards A. B. degree University of
Penna., more than half way through La Salle course in
Higher Accountancy. Initiative and executive ability.
Available October 1.
Address Box 245 c/o Journal of Accountancy

graduate New York University, with
total practical experience consisting
of a year and a half as Internal Revenue Inspector, In
come Tax Department, wants connection with large ac
counting firm.. Especially familiar with corporations’
income tax matters and accustomed to draw own re
ports. Unmarried, 35, Christian; prefers Boston or New
York as headquarters.
Address Box 241 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Accountant
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Comptroller-Auditor-Accountant
With fifteen years’ practical experience in general and
cost accounting, branch office and consolidated ac
counts, auditing, good executive, capable of making
critical examinations and constructive recommendations,
desires connection with some progressive industrial
corporation as above. Will go anywhere in United States
or Canada, but California preferred. Minimum salary
$5,000.

Address Box 229 c/o Journal of Accountancy

WHAT HAVE YOU
TO OFFER?

SITUATIONS WANTED

desires position No
Executive Accountant vember
1 as execu
tive in charge of accounting or financial matters of corpo
ration. Twelve years’ experience in general and cost
accounting, now and for past three years with large
mining company in similar position. Age 30, married.
Minimum salary $5,000. Prefer Western States.
Address Box 243 c/o Journal of Accountancy

HELP WANTED
wanted on October 1st
by well established firm
in North Carolina. Must be competent to take charge of
difficult auditing and systematizing contracts with only
partial supervision. Must also be well equipped to
handle all Income Tax matters. Permanent position and
excellent salary, but must be able to prove ability.
Address Box 250 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Senior Accountant

Permanent positions
for experienced
Seniors and Juniors. Apply by letter in own handwrit
ing stating experience, salary expected, references, etc.
Enclose photo. Rowland, Thomas & Company, Certified
Public Accountants, Butte, Mont.; Miles City, Mont.

I have twelve years of practical experience as
Auditor and Accountant, in Insurance, Foreign
Trade, Banking, Manufacturing, Publishing and
General Merchandising. Expert on Federal Tax
Returns. I have sold my entire practice of Public
Accountancy on the Atlantic Coast and am now
open for connection in executive capacity with
opportunities for advancement.

Accountants-Auditors

Born American, 29 years old, no objection to loca
tion, but prefer Western States. Salary nothing
less than $4,800.00.

ticing on own account for one year, desires associate
with broad accounting experience. Kindly furnish de
tailed information.
Address Box 244 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Address Box 259, c/o Journal of Accountancy

Partnership Wanted
Public Accountant (not yet C. P. A.), having limited
clientele, is desirous of forming working combination
with a Certified Public Accountant in New York City.
Applicant has complete office equipment; is a Christian
gentleman of character and standing, and will consider
only Christian for proposition in question. A fine or
ganization can be effected with a C. P. A. having moder
ate practice and wishing to share office rent, etc., and
enjoy the association of a man of principle. Reply in
confidence.

Address Box 226 c/o Journal of Accountancy

several
years’ ex
perience, desires to communicate with practising Ac
countant for the purpose of forming a partnership. Will
ing to make a nominal investment. Best references.
Address Box 246 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Certified Public Accountant

Washington, D. C. & Baltimore, Md.
Public accountant with offices in both cities and well
established clientele desires to represent accountancy
firms.
Address Box 261 c/o Journal of Accountancy

in middle
Certified Public Accountant west,
prac

WANTED: Accountant with public ex
perience for permanent position as senior
in office of Certified Public Accountant,
with growing practice in large and growing
city. Attractive conditions in city and office.
Address Box 236, c/o Journal of Accountancy
who has acted in such
capacity for two or more
years wanted by firm of public accountants in New York.
Preference given to applicant who has had academic
training and experience devising and installing systems
of accounting. Give full particulars of experience, age
and salary expected.
Address Box 242 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Senior Accountant

Syracuse office of
Cer
tified Public Accountants having offices in several cities.
Must have several years’ public accounting experience,
capable of carrying out any work assigned, good address
and not over 40 years of age. C. P. A. degree preferred
but not required. Excellent opportunity. Salary com
mensurate with ability. State experience, salary re
quired and give references.
for

Senior Accountantwell known firm of

Address Box 228 c/o Journal of Accountancy
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Senior Accountant wanted by
appear
—Senior Personality,
Help Wanted prominent firm of Public Account Accountants
ance and thorough
knowledge of theory are considerations. Three years’
ants having offices in several Pacific Coast cities. A high
grade young certified public accountant. State age, ex
perience and salary expected.
Address Box 227 c/o Journal of Accountancy

senior connection with C. P. A. firms requirement. Able
to conduct high-grade constructive audit and write re
port. Staff permanently employed and compensation in
accordance with proven qualifications. E. J. Holmes &
Company, Westminster Building, Chicago.

position on
An experienced accountant to edit and
Accountants—Senior Permanent
staff of established
Wanted
criticise reports in office. Good salary to
firm of accountants and auditors. Applications con
sidered only from men qualified to take full charge and
write reports. Good salary.
Address Box 233 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Wanted Experienced Senior for
Public Accounting Firm in Central
West. C. P. A. preferred. Splendid opportunity and
excellent future for right man.
Address Box 235 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Help Wanted

Accountants, Seniors and Juniors
for our permanent staff. Applicants please present full
particulars relative to their training and experience.
Applications will be considered only from those (a)
who are unemployed at present, or (b) not employed by
other reputable accountants. Klein, Hinds & Finke,
1182 Broadway, New York.

Well known
firm of certified
accountants in the Middle West desires to permanently
employ two or three additional men qualified by training
and experience to prepare income tax returns without
supervision. Liberal salary. Applications should be in
own handwriting. Preference given to men holding
recognized C. P. A. degree or members of American In
stitute.

Tax Accountants Wanted

Address Box 232 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Senior Accountants
We have room on our staff for one or two men
capable of handling audits without supervision and
directing the work of assistants. Preference will be
given to holders of C. P. A. or C. A. degrees. Liberal
salary and permanent engagement to men who can meet
the requirements. All communications confidential.

Dadson, FitzGerald & Company,
Dime Savings Bank Building,
Detroit, Mich.

right man.

Apply giving details and references.

A. LEE RAWLINGS & COMPANY,
Certified Public Accountants, Norfolk, Va.

positions for
Senior Accountants Permanent
several competent seniors

qualified, by experience, to undertake important work
for well-known New York firm of public accountants.
Knowledge of federal tax laws desirable. Salary based
on applicant’s experience and worth. Applications,
which must state qualifications in detail, age, etc., will
be held in strict confidence.
Address Box 260 c/o Journal of Accountancy

We have openings on our perma
nent New England staff for semi
seniors who have received a thorough training with
established public accounting organizations. Edward R.
Burt & Company, 40 Court Street, Boston 9, Mass.

Semi-Seniors

Two or three who have

Senior Accountants had actual public account
ing experience, to locate in southwest with rapidly grow
ing organization. Must be able to take entire charge of
audits and prepare good reports. Knowledge of Income
Tax Laws desirable but not absolutely essential. Answer
in own handwriting, giving full details of experience,
salary required and references, all of which will be
treated strictly confidential.
Address Box 234 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Certified public accountant, Illinois or
Wisconsin preferred, young, energetic and
ambitious, who will value the opportunity to take an
important part in the development of the auditing branch
of nationally known firm. Must have had thorough ac
counting training, several years’ experience in super
vision of work of others, possess ability to set up reports
of high degree of excellence, and have the qualifications
necessary to deal with important clients. Location Chi
cago. In reply give complete statement of education,
training, experience, compensation required at start.
Address Box 247 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Wanted
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An Accounting Practice
A firm of certified public accountants wishes to pur
chase an accounting practice in Boston or other Massa
chusetts city.
Address Box 257 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Seniors and Assistants
We have desirable openings in New York and else
where for men with the right personal and professional
qualifications; first, two or three seasoned supervising
seniors, preferably C. P. A.’s, who are qualified by ex
perience to direct the work of others, write reports,
etc.; and then men with less experience but prepared
to take substantial responsibility on medium sized
audits. Applicants must have not less than two years’
public accounting experience and at least the equivalent
of a full high school education.
Applications for these positions will be received in
confidence and by letter only, which should in each case
be addressed to our nearest office, stating age, education,
complete chronological account of business and pro
fessional record, salary experience and expectations,
when free for a new connection, and preference as to
location. Be brief, be precise; if your record, likely to
satisfy these requirements, is already on file in any of
our offices, please call it to our attention. No attention
will be paid to incomplete answers.

SCOVELL, WELLINGTON & COMPANY
110 State St., Boston, Mass.
27 William St., New York, N. Y.
293 Bridge St., Springfield, Mass.
823 Illuminating Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
10 South LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill.

A NATIONAL PUBLIC
ACCOUNTING ORGANIZATION
is interested in securing the ser
vices of a New York C. P. A. to
manage its New York office with
an interest in the business.
Applicant must be between 32
and 40 years of age and have ex
perience in securing and hand
ling all kinds of accounting ser
vice. Give details of experience,
etc.
Replies will be treated in con
fidence.
Address Box 225 c/o Journal
of Accountancy.

Accountant
desires to buy practice in New York City.
Address Box 262 c/o Journal of Accountancy

ACCOUNTANT
REPRESENTATIVE
We wish to correspond with several
well qualified accountants who can
devote part of their spare time to our
interests.
Advertiser is an Accounting Institute
of the highest standing, and with a
splendid record.
Compensation will be on a liberal
commission basis.
In replying, please state age and ac
counting experience, which informa
tion will be held in strict confidence.
Address Box 249, care of Journal of.
Accountancy.

AUDITOR WANTED
by large manufacturing industry for
important accounting and financial
investigations.

He should possess the following qual
ifications :
1. College graduate or equivalent
education in theory of account
ing.
2. Age about 30 years.
3. A gift of analysis and vision.
4. Ability to reduce all the salient
facts to writing in a concise
and clear-cut fashion.
Make application in own hand writ
ing giving complete information.
Address Box No. 254,
care of Journal of Accountancy.
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WE, THE PUPILS OF

THE POST-GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY,
HAVE ASSEMBLED TO EXPRESS OUR APPRECIATION TO ITS FOUNDER,

PAUL-JOSEPH ESQUERRE, B.-es-L., C.P.A.
From the very beginning of our association with you, your personal interest
in everything pertaining to our welfare has never flagged. Your counsel,
your patience and your untiring efforts, have won our deepest respect and
lasting affection.
We cannot permit this occasion to pass without an acknowledgment of the
large debt of gratitude we owe to you.
It will be our constant aim to continue to deserve, in some degree, the honor
of your friendship, and the benefit of your guidance.

The foregoing Text of a Testimonial which, both as to Language and as to
Form, is a masterpiece, and hangs prominently in my office

IS SUFFICIENT REASON
for my inability to discontinue a course so highly appreciated.
PREPARATION FOR C. P. A. EXAMINATIONS

A Selected Class of 25 Students will be in session from October 4, 1920, to
January 20, 1921.
Enrollments begin September 26, 1920.
PAUL JOSEPH ESQUERRE, 20 Vesey St.

The Accountants Directory
and Who’s Who
is in press.

It will feature:

(1) A complete list of practitioners in the United
States and Canada.
(2) An extensive collection of selected biographies.

(3) An appendix devoted to facts regarding the per
sonnel of important accounting associations.

Price $10.00 per copy with special rates for quantities to
be used for presentation purposes, either stamped or with
a card enclosed.

THE FORTY-FIFTH STREET PRESS.
145 WEST 45th STREET.

NEW YORK. N. Y.
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Accountancy-educated men and women—

graduates of Pace Institute-

are serving Business the country over as
professional accountants (many with the
C. P. A. certificate), controllers, treasurers,
auditors, tax specialists, cost analysts, credit mana
gers, and general corporation executives. Other
graduates are rapidly advancing to these responsible
positions—more graduates are needed, demanded.
Pace Institute, in New York, Boston, and Washington, provides
intensive technical courses in Accountancy and Business Admin
istration—day and evening courses which are accredited, devel
opmental, immediately helpful. Mid-fall classes are now being
organized.

$7 Month's Trial Instruction
The Pace Courses are also taught by Extension through the mails. The
Extension Course—covering the same subjects as does the Resident Course
—may be taken for a month’s trial instruction, with the charge for tuition
and texts limited to $7. There is no obligation, express or implied, to
continue.
Send for Bulletin and descriptive booklets, specifying either Resident or
Extension instruction.

Pace & Pace
715 G Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

30 Church Street
New York City
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